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Machine reading is the artificial-intelligence task of automatically read-
ing a corpus of texts and, from the contents, building a knowledge base that
supports automated reasoning and question answering. Success at this task
could fundamentally solve the knowledge acquisition bottleneck – the widely
recognized problem that knowledge-based AI systems are difficult and expen-
sive to build because of the difficulty of acquiring knowledge from authoritative
sources and building useful knowledge bases. One challenge inherent in ma-
chine reading is knowledge integration – the task of correctly and coherently
combining knowledge snippets extracted from texts. This dissertation shows
that knowledge integration can be automated and that it can significantly
improve the performance of machine reading.
We specifically focus on two contributions of knowledge integration.
The first contribution is for improving the coherence of learned knowledge
vi
bases to better support automated reasoning and question answering. Knowl-
edge integration achieves this benefit by aligning knowledge snippets that con-
tain overlapping content. The alignment is difficult because the snippets can
use significantly different surface forms. In one common type of variation, two
snippets might contain overlapping content that is expressed at different levels
of granularity or detail. Our matcher can “see past” this difference to align
knowledge snippets drawn from a single document, from multiple documents,
or from a document and a background knowledge base.
The second contribution is for improving text interpretation. Our ap-
proach is to delay ambiguity resolution to enable a machine-reading system
to maintain multiple candidate interpretations. This is useful because typ-
ically, as the system reads through texts, evidence accumulates to help the
knowledge integration system resolve ambiguities correctly. To avoid a com-
binatorial explosion in the number of candidate interpretations, we propose
the packed representation to compactly encode all the candidates. Also, we
present an algorithm that prunes interpretations from the packed representa-
tion as evidence accumulates.
We evaluate our work by building and testing two prototype machine
reading systems and measuring the quality of the knowledge bases they con-
struct. The evaluation shows that our knowledge integration algorithms im-
prove the cohesiveness of the knowledge bases, indicating their improved abil-
ity to support automated reasoning and question answering. The evaluation
also shows that our approach to postponing ambiguity resolution improves the
vii
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) reasoning technologies can vastly improve
human productivity of life by automatically performing intelligent tasks. For
example, a medical diagnostic system might allow laymen to answer questions
and arrive at a diagnosis without the need to consult medical experts. A
decision support system can assist people or organizations by guiding them
through questions and considerations pertinent to their decision process.
These reasoning systems commonly require one crucial element, a vast
amount of background knowledge – information the system should know to
make inference. For example, consider a medical diagnostic system that infers
the disease given the observed symptoms. To perform such inferences, the
system needs various types of knowledge, including factual knowledge (e.g.,
the definitions and the characteristics of symptoms and diseases, the anatom-
ical structure of the human body and so on) and procedural knowledge (e.g.,
analysis and diagnosis procedures applied to the symptoms and lab results to
suggest candidate diseases).
Unfortunately, it is difficult and time-consuming to build a knowledge
base that can supply this kind of background knowledge. First, it is challeng-
1
ing to acquire knowledge from domain experts. Knowledge elicitation from
them often requires extensive training because of the difficulty of verbalizing
background knowledge, which is often unconsciously used. Furthermore, it is
non-trivial to determine in advance which elicited knowledge should be con-
tained in the background knowledge base. Finally, it is challenging to formally
represent the acquired knowledge. This formal encoding, usually performed
by skilled knowledge engineers, requires high expertise and, thus, is expensive.
1 All these problems could be compounded if the dynamic information in the
knowledge base changes frequently.
Computers could address this knowledge acquisition bottleneck by read-
ing texts, extracting information, and building an inference-capable knowledge
base on their own. This approach, without relying on manual human effort, is
promising because a vast amount of human knowledge is contained in texts.
For example, news articles, encyclopedias, and Wikipedia 2 provide a vast
amount of world knowledge, and the blogs and the micro-texts in social me-
dia provide expert opinions about a variety of subject matter. Moreover, the
amount of textual information available increases rapidly. The recent progress
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) reinforces the promise of this approach
with the improved capability of extracting content from texts.
If a machine reading system can successfully produce a formal knowl-
1In Project Halo [54], the cost for a team of knowledge engineers to encode 50 pages was
$10K ($200 per page).
2http://www.wikipedia.org
2
edge base, it will be pivotal in deploying reasoning technologies across many
domains, supplying background knowledge at a very low cost.
1.1 The Goals of this Dissertation
This dissertation addresses one important task in machine reading:
knowledge integration, the task of combining knowledge snippets into a co-
herent whole. When NLP software generates the semantic representations of
sentences or phrases, these representations (knowledge snippets) should be
combined along with the prior knowledge the system possesses to produce a
single coherent knowledge base.
This dissertation particularly focuses on two hypotheses about knowl-
edge integration.
Hypothesis 1. Knowledge integration can improve the reasoning performance
of the output knowledge base.
Our first goal is to show that coherently combining knowledge snippets
is critical to knowledge integration because a fragmented knowledge base (in
which knowledge snippets are unrelated) or an incorrectly combined knowledge
base are both unsuitable for use by a reasoning system. The fragmented knowl-
edge base would fail to deliver a coherent set of relevant pieces of knowledge.
Knowledge integration, however, is challenging because knowledge snippets
can be combined in many different ways, and identifying the correct combina-
tion is difficult.
3
Ultimately, knowledge integration’s contribution to the reasoning sys-
tems should be evaluated by measuring the performance gain in reasoning
tasks, but this application-oriented extrinsic evaluation is non-trivial. Instead,
we evaluate the constructed knowledge base intrinsically in terms of two met-
rics: the cohesiveness 3 and the correctness of the knowledge base.
Hypothesis 2. Knowledge integration can improve the accuracy of text inter-
pretation.
Our second goal is to show that knowledge integration could benefit var-
ious tasks in text interpretation, such as parsing, word sense disambiguation,
and semantic role labeling. In the interpretation of one text, other texts or
knowledge bases may exist, which contain information useful for the interpre-
tation. Knowledge integration can improve the accuracy of an interpretation
because it can access multiple texts and knowledge bases simultaneously. A
key challenge in this approach is to design an architecture in which knowledge
integration interacts with language interpretation in a bi-directional manner:
knowledge integration receives semantic representations from language inter-
pretation, while language interpretation receives useful evidence from knowl-
edge integration.
3Cohesiveness can approximate the coherence of the knowledge base because a coherent
knowledge base is usually cohesive.
4
1.2 Summary of Contributions of this Dissertation
In this dissertation, we present the evidence that supports Hypotheses
1 and 2.
For Hypothesis 1 (as explained in Chapter 3), we developed a proof-
of-concept machine reading system, Kleo, which is equipped with knowledge
integration facilities. In particularly, Kleo addresses granularity mismatches
among knowledge snippets and uses the contents it learned from reading pre-
vious texts to help integrate the knowledge snippets. An evaluation of our
knowledge integration methods shows that they improve the cohesiveness of
the knowledge base without degrading its correctness.
For Hypothesis 2 (as explained in Chapter 4), we developed an archi-
tecture in which the system can maintain multiple candidate interpretations
of a text until knowledge integration acquires strong evidence to choose one
of the interpretations. In particular, we developed a representation scheme
called the packed representation to efficiently manage a myriad of candidates.
We also explored three sources of evidence that knowledge integration could
exploit for selecting a correct interpretation. These sources are: redundancy
across multiple texts, OntoNotes (a semantically annotated corpus) [69], and
Prismatic (a knowledge base automatically constructed from texts) [48]. For
redundancy and OntoNotes, our evaluation shows that knowledge integration
can significantly improve the accuracy of text interpretation by using packed
representation.
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1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 1 introduces machine reading as a solution to the Knowledge
Acquisition Bottleneck and presents the overview of this dissertation.
Chapter 2 presents the architecture of our machine reading system and
explains its NLP components. The chapter, then, introduces our knowledge
integration task, which has received little attention in the NLP research.
Chapter 3 presents our project that evaluates Hypothesis 1 and intro-
duces a prototype machine reading system, Kleo, and its knowledge integration
facilities. The chapter also presents the positive evaluation results of our ap-
proach, which significantly improves the quality of the output knowledge base.
Chapter 4 presents our project that evaluates Hypothesis 2 and presents
packed representation, which allows the system to delay ambiguity resolution,
and the knowledge integration algorithms that resolve the ambiguities in the
packed representation. The chapter also presents the evaluation results, which
show that our approach significantly improves the quality of the semantic
representations.
Chapter 5 presents our future work plans on knowledge integration.
Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Knowledge Integration in Machine Reading
Machine Reading is a general term used to describe various types of
reading tasks, from Information Extraction (so-called macro reading) [39] to
deep analysis of texts (micro reading) [128]. Section 2.1 defines our reading
task precisely and compares it to other types of machine reading. Then, we
discuss various components that are needed to build our machine reading sys-
tem. Specifically, in Section 2.2, we review the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) components that have been extensively studied. These components
alone are, however, insufficient to build our system, requiring sophisticated
knowledge integration. Section 2.3 introduces our knowledge integration task
in detail.
2.1 Our Machine Reading Task and its Comparison to
the Other Types of Machine Reading
It is our goal to build a multi-text reading system that can build formal
representations of the content in the texts to enable automated reasoning. In
particular, the system will read full-fledged English texts (in contrast to sim-
plified English [33]) that describe conceptual knowledge to build an inference-
capable formal knowledge base. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the kind of
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knowledge base we want to build, given the three texts shown in Figure 2.1.
A primary component of the knowledge base is its graphical representa-
tion, a formal language with well-defined semantics. The nodes (see Figure 2.2)
represent the semantic concepts, and the edges represent the semantic relation-
ship between two nodes. These semantic concepts and relations are defined
in a formal ontology. In our project, we use the Component Library [11] as
our ontology, which provides approximately 800 domain-independent concepts
and 80 semantic relations such as temporal, spatial, meronymic, and causal
relations.
Quantification can also be represented in the graphical representation –
the root node is a universally quantified concept, and the other nodes are exis-
tentially quantified in the scope of the root node. For example, the top-left rep-
resentation in Figure 2.2 logically represents ∀x.Heart(x) → ∃yz....[Pump(y)∧
subclasses(x, y) ∧ V alve(z) ∧ haspart(x, z)...]. This graphical representation
has been widely used in the knowledge-based systems [10] [54], providing the
expressiveness and the tractability in reasoning.
We now compare our task (multi-text machine reading) to two major
classes of machine reading: Information Extraction (IE) and a single-text Nat-
ural Language Understanding (NLU). Table 2.1 summarizes their comparison.
Two major criteria characterize the reading tasks: the target representational
language and the properties of the corpus. The target representational lan-
guage could vary from simple English phrases to complex forms of logical
representations. As the representational language becomes more expressive, it
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text1: “Hearts are valved, muscular pumps that propel blood
around the body. Hearts consist of one or more muscular cham-
bers connected in series and guarded by valves or, in a few cases,
sphincters (e.g., in some molluscan hearts), which allow blood to
flow in only one direction. The mammalian heart has four cham-
bers: two atria and two ventricles. Contractions of the heart result
in the ejection of blood into the circulatory system. Multiple heart
chambers permit stepwise increases in pressure as blood passes
from the venous to the arterial side of the circulation.”
text2: “Hearts pump blood through the body. Blood carries
oxygen to organs throughout the body. Blood leaves the heart,
then goes to the lungs where it is oxygenated. The oxygen given
to the blood by the lungs is then burned by organs throughout
the body. Eventually the blood returns to the heart, depleted of
oxygen. It is then pumped by the heart back to the lungs.”
text3: “This is a subject that is near and dear to my heart. The
heart is a two sided, four chambered pump. It is made up mostly of
muscle. Heart muscle is very special. Unlike all the other muscles
in the body, the heart muscle cannot afford to get tired. Imagine
what would happen if every 15 minutes or so the pump got tired
and decided to take a little nap! Not a pretty sight. So, heart
muscle is always expanding and contracting, usually at between 60
and 100 beats per minute.”
Figure 2.1: Three example texts about the human heart
9
Figure 2.2: Knowledge base constructed from processing the texts in Fig-
ure 2.1. The dark nodes with the thick borders are root nodes.
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requires more sophisticated language processing. Another important factor for
characterizing the machine reading task is the properties of the corpus itself.
The system could read only one text, focusing on a very specific topic, or a
large corpus of the texts (possibly at the web-scale), which includes various
genres and domains.
2.1.1 Comparison to IE
The main difference between IE and our task relates to the kinds of
knowledge they extract: IE generally extracts pre-defined (usually simple)
types of knowledge, such as named entities (e.g., cities or persons) [43] or the
relations between them [7], whereas our task is to build knowledge representa-
tions with a more expressive language (graphical representation). Therefore,
our task can represent more and various types of knowledge such as the de-
scription of events, the relations between events (such as causal or temporal
relations), and quantification.
The IE task involves extracting knowledge that is explicit in a text,
i.e., the knowledge that is available on the surface of the text. In contrast,
our task involves extracting knowledge that might only be implicit in a text.
Furthermore, in IE, an ontology is minimally used to ground the extracted
information, whereas our task grounds the semantic representations in the
formal ontology. Because the IE task attempts to extract only limited types
of knowledge, IE generally applies shallow NLP techniques, such as chunking,
rather than full NLP required to understand a whole text. The advantage of
11
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No Yes Yes (only for inter-
sentences)
Style of texts All genres Expository writing All genres (high adapta-
tion cost)




Table 2.1: Comparison of our task to the two major types of the machine reading tasks
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shallow IE is that it scales and is domain-independent.
2.1.2 Comparison to Single-text NLU
The goals of single-text NLU and our task are similar in that both at-
tempt to understand a whole text to build a knowledge representation of the
text. However, they differ in terms of the representational language and the
kinds of texts they read. The goal of our task is to produce graphical semantic
representations and, therefore, is concerned with reading texts describing con-
cepts and their relationships (e.g., technical documents). The NLU research,
on the other hand, has tackled various genres (e.g., news articles and children
books) while producing more expressive representations 1.
Despite a long history of research on NLU, it is still one of the unsolved
challenges in AI because text is often too ambiguous to interpret accurately
and omits information. Our approach to machine reading can alleviate this
problem because it allows the system to rely on not a single, but multiple texts
to extract the contents. Rather than trying to build systems that extract the
full content of a single text, our approach is to build systems that extract a
partial understanding from many texts (all on the same topic) and then inte-
grate these into a single, coherent knowledge base. Our approach, therefore,
1For example, Epilog [128] uses Episodic Logic as its target representation to support rea-
soning with texts describing actions, situations, beliefs, and conditional statements. Episodic
Logic roughly corresponds to the first-order logic with situational semantics. The UNO sys-
tem [71] employs the expressive representational language, UNO, to handle adjectival and
adverbial modification, set-related operations (e.g., disjunction and conjunction), negation,
intervals, and uncertain or incomplete expressions.
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partially shifts the burden of NLU from language processing tasks, which are
known to be difficult, to knowledge integration, the task of combining frag-
ments of information drawn from multiple texts.
In this dissertation, we present two methods to show how knowledge
integration can improve text interpretation. Specifically, the first method fills
in the gap of unspecified information in texts by using the information drawn
from reading previous texts (Section 3.2.2.2). The second method improves
the interpretation of one text by integrating it with other texts (Section 4.1).
2.2 Component Tasks in Our Machine Reading System
A machine reading system generally involves combining solutions to
multiple component tasks. In this section, we first discuss the tasks that
have been extensively studied in NLP: syntactic processing, semantic process-
ing, and discourse-level processing. These tasks are important in machine
reading as they produce the semantic representations of sentences along with
the analysis of inter-sentential relationships (e.g., co-references). These tasks
alone, however, are insufficient for building our machine reading system, which
requires knowledge integration. In this dissertation, we use off-the-shelf com-
ponents or simple, custom-built components for those tasks that are outside
the scope of our research, focusing on developing novel methods for knowledge
integration.
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She      drinks      water
sbj obj








Figure 2.3: Two parse trees for “She drinks water”: (a) dependency parse (b)
constituency parse
2.2.1 Syntactic Processing
The first task of a machine reading system is usually parsing a sentence
into its syntactic representation. Two kinds of parsers have been widely used
– dependency parsers and constituency parsers. Figure 2.3 shows an example
of their outputs. They focus on different aspects of syntax: the constituency
parse focuses on representing the phrase structures using non-terminals that
correspond to each phrase in the sentence, whereas the dependency parse fo-
cuses on representing the dependency relationship among the words.
The dependency parse directly reflects the predicate-argument struc-
ture and, therefore, may be easier to convert to a logical form. Moreover,
when a parse is fragmented, the fragments in the dependency parse may still
be interpretable, which is not often the case in the constituency parse (see
Figure 2.4). Some constituency parses, however, cannot be expressed by a
dependency parse, and the accuracy of the state-of-art constituency parsers is
slightly higher than the state-of-art dependency parsers [26]. Other syntactic
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Figure 2.4: The fragmented parse trees
formalisms include LFG [21], GPSG [55], and HPSG [118]. In our project, we
use a dependency parser, the Stanford Parser [79], because it is easy to use
and has good performance.
Two major problems impair the performance of the state-of-the-art
parsers which are mostly based on machine learning. First, the parsers are
highly biased to the training domain; they perform well for the training do-
main, but the performance significantly drops when the domain is changed.
For example, McClosky et al. [99] reports that the f-score 2 of the Char-
niak parser [29] trained on Wall Street Journal achieves 89.0% when the same
corpus is used for the test, but the f-score significantly drops to 74.9% for a
biomedical corpus, Genia [110]. Second, parsing requires semantic informa-
tion, which is often unavailable during parsing. For example, consider the
with prepositional phrase in the following sentences: (1) “John bought the book
with the money” and (2) “John bought the book with the ribbon”. The two
sentences look almost identical, but the attachment of the with prepositional
2F-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Precision is a ratio of constituents
in the parser’s output that also appear in gold standard. Recall is a ratio of constituents in
the gold standard parse that also appear in the parser’s output.
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phrase is different – the with phrase attaches to bought in (1) and book in (2).
One way to address this problem is to include lexical semantics in parsing, but
this requires a tremendous increase in the amount of training data.
For these reasons, it is often more advantageous to consider multiple
parses rather than only the top-scored parse to improve the chance of acquiring
the correct parse. Most state-of-the-art parsers can produce multiple candidate
parses, but their representation, a list of full candidate parses, has several
disadvantages. First, the number of the candidate parses is usually too many
to be contained in the list. Considering most candidate parses are identical
with only minor differences, the list representation is inefficient. Second, the
list representation fails to capture dependencies in parsing. For example, in
the following sentence – “The chefs cook the fish.” – a dependency relationship
may exist such that chefs is a syntactic subject of cook only when cook is a
verb. The list form fails to capture this relationship.
To address these problems, we developed a method for succinctly rep-
resenting multiple candidate parses along with the dependency relationship
(Section 4.2.3.1).
2.2.2 Semantic Processing
Semantic processing is concerned with formally representing the mean-
ing of a sentence. This task is especially important to enable the computer to
understand sentences.
In this section, we discuss three major tasks in semantic processing:
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word sense disambiguation, semantic role labeling, and temporal relation iden-
tification. Word sense disambiguation is the task of identifying the sense of
a word and is primarily responsible for assigning a semantic concept to the
nodes of a graphical representation. The other two tasks, semantic role label-
ing and temporal relation identification, are responsible for assinging semantic
relations between two nodes.
Even though we introduce only three major tasks here, there exist other
semantic tasks, including identifying event-event relations (e.g., causal/subevent
relations) [14] and interpreting noun-noun compounds (e.g., identifying the re-
lationship between the two nouns in, for example, snow ball) [84].
2.2.2.1 Word Sense Disambiguation
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) identifies the sense of a word in
a given sentence when the word has multiple senses. For example, the two
following sentences use the same word, bank, but in a different sense.
(1) John deposited money in the bank.
(2) John ran along the bank.
Bank in the first sentence means a financial institution, whereas bank
in the second sentence means the sloping land beside a river. These senses are
generally defined in a sense inventory such as WordNet [103] or OntoNotes [69] 3.
3The inventories could be an ontology of concepts. In this case, the WSD task is to
assign a concept to the words (as in our system, described in Section 3.1).
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One major approach to WSD is to use a supervised method in which
the sense disambiguation model is learned from a corpus annotated with word
senses. This approach, however, only performs well for the training domain [2],
and an annotated corpus is expensive to construct. To address these problems,
semi-supervised and unsupervised methods have been proposed [114] [148].
Semi-supervised methods require only a handful of seed annotations and ex-
tend them to produce more training data. Unsupervised methods, without
relying on sense annotations, cluster words in terms of their sense. Semi-
supervised and unsupervised methods, however, still require a large amount
of text to derive significant statistics for both extending annotations and clus-
tering.
A third approach is dictionary and knowledge-based methods. For ex-
ample, the Lesk algorithm [86], the seminal dictionary-based method, chooses
the senses of consecutive words whose dictionary definitions overlap most. This
approach is domain-independent and does not require any additional text, but
the performance may not be as accurate as the other approaches. In our
project, we use SenseRelate [112], off-the-shelf WSD software that is based on
the Lesk algorithm.
2.2.2.2 Semantic Role Labeling
Semantic role labeling (SRL) is the task of identifying an event and its
participants (roles) in a given sentence. For example, consider the following
sentence: “John is eating spaghetti with his fork”. In this sentence, the main
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event is Eating and it has three roles, agent(John), object(spaghetti), and
instrument(his fork).
Most SRL systems use one of three role sets: FrameNet [51], Verb-
Net [129], or PropBank [111]. FrameNet defines the frames that describe
typical situations (e.g., Appeal) and the lexical items that may trigger the
frames (e.g., appeal and plead). It also defines the roles (called frame ele-
ments) for each frame. For example, the Appeal frame has three core frame
elements, Convict, Decision, and Representative, as in the following example
sentence: “John[Convict] will appeal[APPEAL] his conviction[Decision].” FrameNet
also provides approximately 141,000 sentences annotated with the frames and
their roles. One disadvantage of FrameNet’s roles is that the role names are
made specifically to the frames rather than being general across the frames,
thereby failing to capture the similarity among the roles in different frames.
VerbNet, based on Levin’s work [87], provides syntactic and semantic
information about classes of English verbs. For example, the class, leave-51.2
(which has two verb members, abandon and split), has a surface realization
form, NP1 <verb> NP2 (e.g., “we abandoned the area”), in which NP1 and
NP2 map to theme and source, respectively. Because of insufficient annotated
text, VerbNet has been primarily used in unsupervised methods [97].
PropBank is a large-scale corpus that annotates semantic roles for all
verbs in the Penn Treebank corpus (1M words). PropBank, inspired by Verb-
Net, defines predicates (e.g., eat) and their semantic roles (e.g., Arg0 for
consumer/eater and Arg1 for meal). For example, the sentence, “John ate
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the food”, is annotated with eat(ate), Arg0(John), and Arg1(the food). The
corpus has been a primary resource for SRL research because of its large scale
and many other NLP programs trained on the Penn Treebank. PropBank has
several advantages over FrameNet. First, the Penn Treebank corpus contains
a greater variety of texts and genres than the manually selected sentences in
FrameNet. Second, it uses a small number of roles as in VerbNet 4, which is
advantageous for automated reasoning.
Most SRL approaches are based on supervised machine learning. The
supervised method is exemplified by Gildea and Jurafsky [57], which identifies
a predicate and its arguments and then labels the arguments using semantic
roles. These steps have been followed by most subsequent methods. In CoNLL
shared tasks in 2008 (which were based on PropBank), the F-score 5 of the best
system was 81.75% for the in-domain evaluation, but significantly dropped to
69.06% for the out-of-domain evaluation 6. In our project, we use a subset of
semantic roles defined in the Component Library (summarized in Table 2.2)
and the manually-built rules to assign them 7.
4The meaning of the role may differ for different predicates. For example, arg2 means
destination in the verb bring, whereas it means extent in the verb rise.
5The f-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Precision is the percentage
of semantic roles and predicates correctly assigned in the system’s output. Recall is the
percentage of semantic roles and predicates correctly assigned in the gold standard [136].
6The in-domain evaluation indicates that the training domain is the same as the test
domain, and the out-of-domain evaluation indicates that the training domain is different.
7Most of the rules were developed as part of DARPA’s Learning-by-Reading Project.
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role description
agent agent initiates Event
base Event references base as a major fixed thing
destination Event ends at destination
donor donor releases object of Event
instrument instrument is used in Event
location Event transpires at location
object object is the main passive participant in Event
origin Event begins at origin
path Event transpires along path as path
raw-material Event uses raw-material as input
recipient recipient receives object of Event
result result comes into being as a result of Event
site site is a specific place of some effect of an Event
Table 2.2: The Component Library semantic roles used in our system
2.2.2.3 Temporal Relation Identification
A third task in semantic processing is to identify temporal relations
among the events, which is important to organize event snippets coherently.
This task has received much attention, particularly in question-answering and
text summarization.
Prior to the emergence of large-scale annotated corpora, the main ap-
proach had been to use hand-built rules along with hand-crafted knowledge
bases [3] [72] [63]. Like most manual approaches, however, they often failed to
scale beyond the designated domains. More recently, several annotated cor-
pora have been created, such as TimeBank [17], which is annotated with a
markup language, TimeML.
TimeML provides two annotation tags. The first one is the Event
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tag, which annotates a tensed verb, adverbs (e.g., yesterday, this morning),
and nominals. The Event tag has various features such as tense, event class,
grammatical aspect, polarity (i.e., positive or negative), any modal operators,
and cardinality (whether the expression is mentioned more than once). The
second tag is TLink, which annotates the relation between an event and a
temporal expression (e.g., in “John studied this morning”, studied temporally
overlaps with this morning) and between two events (e.g., in “Mary heard the
scream ”, heard temporally overlaps with the scream).
Based on these annotated corpora, several supervised methods have
been proposed [92] [28]. In the recent competition, TempEval 2010 [141], the
top-performing system achieved the following accuracies 8 for identifying the
temporal relation: 63% (between an event and a temporal expression), 80%
(between an event and a document creation time 9),and 56% (for two main
events in consecutive sentences). Some semi-supervised [16] and unsupervised
methods [82] have also been proposed. For example, Lapata and Lascarides
[82] collect sentences containing discourse cues, such as after and before and
then uses pairs of main clause and subordinate clause as the training examples.
In our system, manually built simple rules are used to assign the temporal
relations based on cue phrases such as then.
8The accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of correct answers to the number of
the answers made by the system.
9For example, in the sentence, “President Barak Obama will visit South Korea next year”,
the time of visit is after the time when this document is created.
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2.2.3 Discourse-level Processing
Discourse-level processing is concerned with analyzing inter-sentential
relationships and, therefore, is useful for our knowledge integration task, which
attempts to combine semantic representations of individual sentences. In this
section, we review three major tasks at the discourse level: co-reference reso-
lution, indirect anaphora resolution, and discourse relation identification.
2.2.3.1 Co-reference Resolution
Co-reference resolution is the task of identifying mentions that refer
to the same object. The task is generally divided into several subtasks, such
as definite noun phrase resolution, pronoun resolution, and event co-reference
resolution, as illustrated in the following examples (the words in bold in (1)
and (2) are co-referent with “the masked man”, and the bold word in (3) is
co-referent with “kidnapped”).
The masked man kidnapped the children.
(1) The kids are found to be safe. (definite noun phrase resolu-
tion)
(2) They are found to be safe. (pronoun resolution)
(3) The children were abducted last night. (event co-reference
resolution)
Early methods of coreference resolution were primarily based on lin-
guistic properties. Hobbs’ algorithm [66] resolves pronouns based on the hand-
built heuristics that navigate through the parse tree. The centering theory [58]
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models the relationship between the focus of attention (salient entities) in the
discourse structure and referring expressions. This work has been the basis for
several co-reference resolution methods, such as [20] and [139]. Tacitus [65]
performs abductive reasoning, using domain-specific knowledge, to produce a
coherent interpretation of a text, and co-references are resolved during this
process.
Machine learning approaches have been emerging since the mid-90s;
these methods have primarily been supervised methods. The seminal super-
vised method, [133], models co-reference resolution as a pairwise binary classi-
fication task – whether two mentions co-refer or not. This approach, however,
may produce inconsistent outputs (e.g., X and Y co-refer, and Y and Z co-refer,
but X and Z do not). To address this problem, clustering-based methods group
co-referring mentions [23] [144] by considering global constraints. Some clus-
tering methods are unsupervised, using a nonparametric Bayesian model [59]
and the EM method [108].
For the ACE-2 dataset, the best supervised system achieves a MUC
F-score 10 of 83.7%, while the unsupervised systems achieve a score of 62.3%
– 64.2% [117]. Traditionally, entities (denoted by noun phrases or pronouns)
have been the main focus in co-reference resolution research, but event co-
reference resolution has been also gaining interest recently [13]. In our project,
instead of state-of-the-art co-reference resolution software, we manually imple-
10MUC F-score is one of the commonly-used metrics for measuring a co-reference resolu-
tion system’s performance. See [143] for the details of MUC F-score.
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mented simple rules to resolve definite noun phrases.
A major bottleneck in co-reference resolution has been the lack of com-
monsense and encyclopedic knowledge. For example, consider the following
text contained in the ACE-02 corpus (excerpted from [117]):
Israel will ask the United States to delay a military strike against
Iraq until the Jewish state is fully prepared for a possible Iraqi
attack [....]. Israel is equipping its residents with gas masks and
preparing kits with antidotes.
To correctly identify the mentions in bold as co-referring expressions,
the system needs to know that Israel is the Jewish state, that Israel is a country,
and that the country can have residents. It is, however, still an open problem
to acquire knowledge of this type.
2.2.3.2 Indirect Anaphora Resolution
Indirect anaphora (also known as bridging reference or associative ref-
erence) is an expression that refers to a thing related to a previous mention.
Indirect anaphora resolution is the task of identifying the antecedent and the
relationship between the antecedent and the referring expression. For exam-
ple, consider the sentence: “John went to the office and opened the door.” In
this sentence, the door does not refer to an arbitrary door, but the door of the
office John went to – i.e., the door is a part of the antecedent, the office.
The core challenge to indirect anaphora resolution is how to supply
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background information to infer unspecified relations. Early research at-
tempted to address this challenge by manually building knowledge bases [135] [142],
but these systems did not perform well. Some propose using the web as back-
ground knowledge [116] [22] [95]. For example, Poesio et al. [116] use the
query, the X of the Y (X: antecedent, Y: referring expression) to detect the
mereological (part-whole) relation (e.g., “the door of the office”) and Markert
and Nissim [95] use the query, X and the other Y, to identify the taxonomic
relation (e.g., the sedan and the other cars).
WordNet is also often used to provide semantic relations between the
words, such as hypernym, meronym, and entailment [116] [47]. Viera and
Poesio [142], however, report that WordNet misses many pieces of useful in-
formation; 62% of meronomy relations in Penn Treebank I that is annotated
with semantic relations do not appear in WordNet. As in other NLP tasks, the
problem of acquiring background knowledge remains unsolved. In our project,
we supply the background knowledge to indirect anaphora resolution by using
the knowledge acquired from reading previous texts.
2.2.3.3 Discourse Relation Identification
Discourse relations describe the relationship among the different seg-
ments in discourse. For example, in the following sentences, “Be quiet! I am
writing a dissertation”, the second sentence explains the reason for uttering
the first sentence. Several theories have provided a small set of discourse re-
lations [93] [64] [83] [80]. By grouping these relations, Marcu and Echihabi
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Discourse relation Explanation Cue words
Contrast S1 contrasts to S2 but, although, even though
Cause-Explanation-
Evidence
S1 causes/explains S2 because, therefore, thus
Elaboration S1 is elaborated by S2 for example
Condition if S1, S2 if ... then
Table 2.3: Four discourse relations. S1 and S2 are the two segments.
[94] present four high-level discourse relations: Contrast, Cause-Explanation-
Evidence, Elaboration, and Condition. Table 2.3 explains these relations and
their cue words.
Two major corpora annotated with discourse relations are Penn Dis-
course Tree Bank(PDTB) [119] and RST (Rhetorical Structure Theory) Dis-
course Treebank (RST-DT) [25]. Both corpora are based on Wall Street Jour-
nal but are annotated with different discourse relations: PDTB defines its own
relation set while RST-DT is annotated with the RST relations [93]. Based on
these corpora, several machine learning algorithms have been proposed, such
as supervised methods [40] [115] [89], semi-supervised methods [62], and un-
supervised methods [94]. Pitler et al. [115] reports that their state-of-the-art
supervised method, when trained and tested on PDTB, achieves 74.74% accu-
racy (93.09% accuracy for explicitly stated discourse markers). In our project,
we use simple rules to map the cue words into the discourse relations.
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2.3 Knowledge Integration in Machine Reading
In Section 2.2, we reviewed three major tasks in NLP – syntactic pro-
cessing, semantic processing, and discourse-level processing, all of which are
important in our machine reading task because they produce the semantic rep-
resentations of individual sentences (from syntactic and semantic processing)
along with their inter-sentential relationships (from discourse-level process-
ing). These tasks alone are, however, insufficient to build a useful, coherent
knowledge base (such as the one shown in Figure 2.2). The individual se-
mantic representations still need to be combined into a coherent knowledge
base, along with background knowledge the system may possess. This task,
knowledge integration, is non-trivial, requiring sophisticated methods beyond
simply aggregating the individual semantic representations.
In this section, we introduce our knowledge integration task in de-
tail (Section 2.3.1) and then explain why knowledge integration is critical to
machine reading (Section 2.3.2). We further present the challenges in knowl-
edge integration (Section 2.3.3). Knowledge integration has been studied in
other fields of AI; we review these tasks and discuss how they differ from our
task (Section 2.3.4). Finally, we introduce the two goals that this disserta-
tion addresses: coherent combination of knowledge snippets and application
of knowledge integration to text interpretation (Section 2.3.5).
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2.3.1 Task Definition
Knowledge integration combines knowledge snippets (semantic repre-
sentations of sentences or phrases), along with background knowledge the sys-
tem may possess, into a single coherent knowledge base. Our approach to
Machine reading requires performing three knowledge integration tasks: com-
bining sentences within the same text, combining sentences across multiple
texts, and combining texts with the background knowledge base. Each task
requires different processing.
Knowledge integration within the same text is needed when consecutive
sentences in the text are combined. Identifying co-references and discourse
relations may benefit this task but several problems remain. First, to help
readers’ understanding, the same concept may be explained several different
ways throughout the text. For example, some sentences in the texts – usually
the first sentences – may describe a concept at the high level, while subsequent
sentences may elaborate the concept further. Aligning the semantic represen-
tations of these two text segments is challenging; even though they may be
formulated differently, they express the same concept. Section 2.3.3 explains
this challenge in further detail.
Another problem in combining consecutive sentences is that texts omit
a vast amount of background information that human readers can easily in-
fer. This omitted information needs to be explicitly represented to coherently
combine the semantic representations of the sentences.
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Knowledge integration across multiple texts also requires combining
similar content that is represented differently. This task may be more diffi-
cult than within-document knowledge integration because of a higher variance
among the texts. Moreover, as the corpus expands, knowledge integration may
need to distinguish subject matter more precisely. For example, knowledge ex-
tracted from a text about the human heart should be distinguished from, for
example, the amphibian heart 11. Efficiency is another issue, especially when
the size of the corpus is large. Finally, conflict among the knowledge snippets
should be appropriately resolved 12.
Knowledge integration between texts and knowledge bases occurs in
two places: when the system uses the knowledge base to interpret the texts
during reading and when the system updates its own knowledge base with
new information extracted from the texts. During reading, the system may
use the knowledge base, for example, to correct interpretations produced by
NLP or to reveal unspecified information in the texts. One challenge to this
task is to identify the knowledge relevant to the texts from the knowledge
base. This task could be difficult, especially when the size of the knowledge
base is large. The knowledge base update requires performing several tasks:
identifying the parts that should be updated, detecting possible side effects
(e.g., inconsistency occurrences), and resolving the side effects properly [106].
11For example, a text about the human heart would state that the heart has four chambers,
while the text about the amphibian heart would state that the heart has three chambers.
The representations of these two pieces of information should be separately stored in the
knowledge base to avoid inconsistency in the knowledge base.
12This conflict may occur because of the mistakes by the authors of the texts.
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Finally, all these knowledge integration tasks require addressing one
common issue: the semantic representations produced by NLP (which is given
to knowledge integration) could be poorly formulated because of the NLP
errors. It is important for knowledge integration to filter out erroneous repre-
sentations to maintain a high quality resulting knowledge base.
In this dissertation, we present a proof-of-concept system, Kleo, which
performs some of the knowledge integration tasks described above. In par-
ticular, Kleo attempts to resolve granularity mismatches among the semantic
representations that express the same content but with different levels of detail.
This method is used in both Kleo’s within- and across-document knowledge
integration. Kleo also infers unspecified information in texts by using content
acquired from reading previous texts. We also studied the issue of manag-
ing uncertainty caused by NLP errors. Issues in knowledge integration that
are not addressed in this dissertation are presented in the future work section
(Chapter 5).
2.3.2 Importance of Knowledge Integration
Knowledge integration is important in machine reading for three rea-
sons. First, knowledge integration could improve the reasoning capability of
the output knowledge base. Second, knowledge integration could improve lan-
guage interpretation capability by accessing a variety of information sources
(e.g., other texts in the corpus and external knowledge resources). Third,
knowledge integration could facilitate knowledge base management by storing
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the redundant information extracted from texts only once.
2.3.2.1 Knowledge integration improves reasoning
Machine reading systems often produce a fragmented knowledge base,
in which the knowledge snippets are largely unconnected [9]. Two issues are
responsible for this fragmented knowledge base: failure of relating the knowl-
edge snippets and NLP errors. 13
A fragmented knowledge base is not suited for reasoning tasks such as
question-answering. For instance, consider a simple example of a fragmented
knowledge base shown in (a) in Figure 2.5. This knowledge base would fail
to answer the following question, “what is the relationship between the piston
and the engine?”, because no semantic relation exists between engine-1 and
piston-2. To answer this question, the two cylinder instances should be
aligned as in (b) to represent that the piston is contained in the engine.
In Chapter 3, we present several knowledge integration methods for
reducing knowledge fragmentation.
2.3.2.2 Knowledge integration improves language interpretation
Beyond improving reasoning capability, knowledge integration can also
improve language interpretation; knowledge integration brings together mul-
tiple pieces of knowledge from various sources (such as texts and external
13For example, parsing errors may cause fragmented graphical representations, in which
many single nodes are unconnected.
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Figure 2.5: (a) a fragmented knowledge base and (b) an integrated knowledge
base
knowledge bases) that may be useful for interpreting the current text.
For example, consider interpreting the following sentence: “Combus-
tion of gasoline produces energy”. To interpret “of”, the system should know
the relation between the gasoline and the combustion process, because “of”
can represent different semantic relations depending on its context (e.g., part-
whole relation as in “the door of the building”, taxonomic relation as in “the
process of combustion”, or locative relation as in “the combustion of the en-
gine”). This knowledge can be provided by two sources. The first source is
another sentence that states, for example, “The engines combust gasoline”;
this sentence explicitly states that the gasoline is the object of the combustion
process. The second source is a background knowledge base that may contain
knowledge that the gasoline can be the object of the combustion event.
One challenge to using knowledge integration for text interpretation
is the delay of ambiguity resolution during the NLP tasks so that knowl-
edge integration can perform ambiguity resolution more reliably by exploiting
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more information sources. In Chapter 4, we present a method for efficiently
postponing ambiguity resolution and explore several information sources that
knowledge integration could exploit for ambiguity resolution.
2.3.2.3 Knowledge integration facilitates knowledge base manage-
ment
Reading through a corpus, the system should update its own knowledge
base with new information extracted from the texts. This update process, how-
ever, may cause inconsistency in the knowledge base when multiple instances
of the same information are maintained redundantly. For example, imagine a
case in which the old information should be replaced with new information.
If the knowledge base contains multiple instances of the old information, all
instances should be searched and updated. If only some of the instances are
updated, the knowledge base will be inconsistent. Knowledge integration can
help this update process by allowing the system to maintain only a single
instance of redundant representations.
2.3.3 Challenges in Knowledge Integration
Two knowledge integration operations are useful for aligning knowl-
edge snippets. The first operation is aligning parts that represent the same
meaning. For example, given the two knowledge snippets shown in (a) in Fig-
ure 2.6, this operation would combine gasoline-1 with gasoline-2 (because
they represent the same concept) to produce the representation shown in (b).
The second operation is inferring new information to establish more connec-
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Figure 2.6: Two knowledge integration operations
tions among the knowledge snippets. (c) in Figure 2.6 shows a representation
resulting from applying this operation to (b); the system further infers that
ignite-1 causes combust-2 and that spark-plug-1 is a part of engine-2.
However, these two operations are challenging.
2.3.3.1 Aligning representations of the same content
Aligning representations that express the same meaning is challenging,
because the content can be expressed in a variety of forms. For example,
consider the sentence: (1) “Blood moves from the heart to the body.” The
movement event in this sentence can be expressed in a variety of ways, includ-
ing:
(2) “Blood flows/travels from the heart to the body.”
(3) “The heart pumps blood to the body.”
(4) “Blood moves from the heart to the lung and then from the lung
to the body.”
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(5) “Blood circulates throughout the body.”
(6) “The body receives blood from the heart.”
Because of the variety of surface forms, näıve alignment often fails. For
example, consider combining (1) and (4), whose semantic representations are
shown in (a) in Figure 2.7. Simple graph matching shown in (b) – which is com-
monly used in knowledge integration – combines the two input representations
by aligning their maximal common subgraph. This operation, however, does
not consider the granularity mismatch of the input representations, thereby
producing a representation that contains a movement with two destinations 14.
Rather, the two input representations should be combined flexibly as in (c),
which identifies the granularity mismatch and, based on the identification,
combines the three movements using the subevent relations.
The following are common cases that require flexible matching:
1. Synonyms: Different words can be used. For example, (2) uses flows/travels
instead of move.
2. Lexical compression: Some lexemes represent a complex idea; for
example, pumps in (3), when used with the preposition to, implicitly
expresses “the pumping causes <the object of the pump> to move”.
This movement, which is important information to be aligned with (1),
is unspecified in (3).
14The movement event should have only one destination.
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3. Granularity mismatch: The same idea can be presented in different
levels of detail. For example, the description of blood circulation in (4)
is more fine-grained than (1), and (5) is more coarse-grained than (1).
4. Viewpoint difference: The same content could be described from dif-
ferent perspectives. For example, (6) describes the blood circulation as
a transfer of possession.
In this dissertation, we particularly focus on the granularity mismatch
case, such as the one shown in Figure 2.7.
2.3.3.2 Inferring unspecified information
Inferring unspecified information in texts has been one of the core prob-
lems in text understanding, because a great deal of information is often un-
specified in texts. Despite several approaches to provide such background
information (e.g., manual construction [85] [51] [103] [129] [11], automated
mining [127] [32] [88], or construction by volunteers [130] [31]), there has yet
to be a knowledge base created that provides enough background information
for text understanding. Moreover, even though large-scale knowledge bases
are available, it is difficult to determine what knowledge is relevant to under-
standing the current text.
In Chapter 3, we present an approach to this challenge based on multi-
text reading. Because our system reads many texts on the same topic, the
information previously acquired from other texts can help in reading the cur-
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Figure 2.7: (a) Semantic representations for (1) and (4), which represent
the blood circulation with different granularity; (b) Simple graph match-
ing: Move-1a2 has two destinations (incorrect); (c) Flexible matching: the
subevent relations are established from Move-2 to Move-1a and Move-1b (cor-
rect)
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rent one. For example, consider the sentence: “The piston compresses the
gasoline inside the engine”. The interpretation of this sentence requires re-
solving the indirect anaphora, the engine. The knowledge necessary for this
resolution can be provided by reading another phrase. For example, “The
piston in the engine” states the piston is the part of the engine.
2.3.4 Knowledge Integration in Other Fields of AI
Knowledge integration – combining different pieces of knowledge – is
a central task in human reasoning. For example, Conceptual Blending [50], a
seminal computational model for human reasoning, claims that humans con-
stantly combine/blend pieces of knowledge (that are previously unrelated) to
create new concepts and knowledge. For this reason, several fields of AI have
studied knowledge integration extensively, and it is important to know how
our knowledge integration task is different from knowledge integration in the
other fields of AI.
2.3.4.1 Research in knowledge-based systems
We review three areas in knowledge-based systems research that are
concerned with knowledge integration: ontology alignment/merging, knowl-
edge acquisition, and knowledge-based question-answering.
Ontology alignment and merging
Ontology alignment/merging (OAM) [45] is concerned with aligning
different ontologies or database schemas. Similar to our task that combines
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semantic representations flexibly beyond the surface forms, OAM may com-
bine ontologies (formulated by the different parties) that conceptualize the
same world differently. Our task and OAM differ in the following ways. First,
OAM generally combines knowledge structures that are manually constructed;
therefore, OAM is not concerned with the impoverished representations, which
are often the result of NLP errors. Second, OAM systems generally only deal
with ontologies about entities and their relations (e.g., GLUE [38]). In con-
trast, our task attempts to combine various types of knowledge, such as events
and their causal/temporal relations, which are often expressed in natural texts.
Knowledge acquisition
Knowledge acquisition is concerned with building a knowledge base
with information elicited from domain experts. One important step in knowl-
edge acquisition is to assimilate new elicited information into the knowledge
base [106]. This assimilation task is related to our task in that both attempt
to update the knowledge base with new information.
They are different in the following ways. First, our task, which deals
with information extracted from texts, must address NLP-related issues such
as handling wrong representations or finding informative texts, whereas knowl-
edge acquisition focuses on developing elicitation methods from domain ex-
perts. Second, the types of knowledge the two tasks deal with are different.
Our task deals with knowledge about concepts and their relations, whereas




Knowledge-based question-answering attempts to solve questions by
reasoning with the knowledge base [54]. Some systems even accept questions
in the form of natural language. This task is similar to our task in that
it performs NLP to interpret the questions and should combine the formal
representation of the problem description with the knowledge base. However,
our task differs from question-answering task in that our task is concerned not
only with combining texts with the knowledge base, but also with combining
sentences to one another. For this reason, a focus in our task is aligning
redundant information across multiple texts, which is not done in question-
answering.
2.3.4.2 Research in discourse-level processing
As illustrated in Section 2.2.3, discourse-level processing in NLP could
benefit knowledge integration by providing inter-sentential information, such
as co-references and discourse relations. The goal of these tasks is, however,
to analyze inter-sentential relationships, not necessarily focusing on produc-
ing actual combined semantic representations. As such, these NLP tasks are
different from our task in several ways.
First, knowledge integration requires aligning the semantic represen-
tations beyond co-references. Most co-reference resolution methods focus on
identifying the mentions that refer to the same thing (mostly an entity) and
can therefore inform knowledge integration of which (entity) nodes in our
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graphical representation should be aligned. Co-reference resolution, however,
does not address aligning whole meaning representations, as Section 2.3.3.1
describes.
Second, some NLP analysis is non-trivial to transform into knowledge
integration operations. For example, consider the discourse relation, Elaborate,
between the two following sentences:
(1) Hearts generally have several muscular chambers.
(2) For example, the human heart has four chambers.
Elaborate indicates that the second sentence provides further detail for
the first sentence. This relation, however, does not tell how their semantic
representations should be combined – e.g., inferring isa relations from the
heart in (1) to the human heart in (2) and from chambers in (1) to each of four
chambers in (2).
Finally, our knowledge integration attempts to explicitly represent un-
specified relationships among knowledge snippets because texts omit a vast
amount of trivial information. For example, given the sentence, “Hearts are
pumps that propel blood around the body”, the following facts should be fur-
ther inferred: hearts perform pumping, the pumping causes propel, and blood
is originally in heart. To perform this task, the system needs a general back-
ground knowledge base to provide rich background information. Existing NLP
methods (such as indirect anaphora resolution, causal/temporal relation dis-
covery and discourse-relation identification) can help identify parts of those
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unspecified relations, but recent methods focus only on a small subset of sim-
ple relations. For example, most indirect anaphora resolution methods focus
only on identifying hypernym and meronym.
2.3.5 Our Project Description
This dissertation has two goals concerning knowledge integration in
machine reading.
The first goal is to show that sophisticated knowledge integration en-
hances the reasoning power of an output knowledge base. We particularly
focus on three challenges in knowledge integration: resolving granularity mis-
matches between knowledge snippets, combining sentences within a text, and
combining sentences across texts. Then, we evaluate our methods by measur-
ing the quality of the knowledge base produced by our approach.
The second goal is to show that knowledge integration could improve
language interpretation. Because knowledge integration can access a variety of
information sources (e.g., other texts and external knowledge resources), the
additional information may benefit language interpretation. A key challenge
to this approach is to develop a method for delaying ambiguity resolution in
NLP components so that knowledge integration can perform the ambiguity
resolution with high accuracy. We also explore various information sources
that knowledge integration could exploit for its ambiguity resolution. We




In this chapter, we defined our machine reading task by comparing
it against other types of machine reading. Then, we discussed component
tasks in a machine reading system that have been extensively studied in NLP.
These tasks alone, however, are insufficient to build a useful knowledge base.
Knowledge integration is also needed to build a single coherent knowledge
base from the knowledge snippets produced by NLP components. Finally, we





Our knowledge integration research was motivated by a major draw-
back of our early machine reading system, Mobius 1. The knowledge base
built by Mobius was highly fragmented, containing many unrelated knowledge
snippets. As explained in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.5), a fragmented knowledge
base fails to deliver a coherent set of knowledge representations, making it
unsuitable for use by a reasoning system. To address knowledge fragmenta-
tion, we developed a proof-of-concept machine reading system, Kleo, which
has sophisticated knowledge integration facilities [73].
Kleo performs two types of knowledge integration. The first type is
sentence-to-sentence knowledge integration, which combines information ex-
tracted from individual sentences within one text to form a representation of
the whole text. In this knowledge integration, Kleo uses knowledge learned
from previous reading to fill the gaps of the unspecified information in the
text. The second type is text-to-text knowledge integration, which combines
1Mobius was built by several research institutes during the DARPA Learning-by-Reading
project [9]. The participants were UT Austin, ISI, BBN, SRI, and Noah Friedland.
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the output of sentence-to-sentence knowledge integration (i.e., the representa-
tions for the individual texts) into a single coherent knowledge base. The core
component of these two knowledge integration facilities is a graph matcher,
which can align two graphical representations despite their mismatches in lev-
els of granularity. Figure 2.7 (c) shows an example of our matcher’s operation.
Our evaluation shows that this approach to knowledge integration is both
feasible and promising.
This chapter is organized as follows. We introduce Kleo in Section 3.1
and explain its knowledge integration facility in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we
present our evaluation results, which shows our knowledge integration methods
are effective for resolving knowledge fragmentation. Finally, we present related
work in Section 3.4.
3.1 Kleo
To provide the background of our approach on knowledge integration,
this section presents the general overview of a machine reading system, Kleo,
in which our approach is implemented.
Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of Kleo. Kleo consists of two main
components: the NL component and the KI component. Given a corpus of
texts, the NL component produces the semantic representation of the indi-
vidual sentences, and the KI component combines these representations into a
single coherent knowledge base. Note the cycle in which the NL component ac-
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of Kleo: The arrows represent data flow.
It constitutes a bootstrap learning cycle where reading extends the knowledge
base (KB update) and the extended knowledge base is in turn used in language
interpretation (KB access). Currently, Kleo uses the knowledge base for only
small task of the NL component – indirect anaphora resolution.
The next subsections explain the components of Kleo in detail, using
this example text:
S1: The engine’s piston compresses the gasoline.
S2: Then, combustion of gasoline occurs inside the engine’s cylin-
der.
3.1.1 The NL Component








Figure 3.2: The dependency parse for S1 produced by the Stanford Parser
3.1.1.1 Parser
Kleo uses the off-the-shelf dependency parser, the Stanford Parser [79].
The Stanford Parser is fast and provides broad coverage and high accuracy.
Marneffe et al. [96] provide the inventory of the 48 dependency relations used
in the Stanford Parser. Figure 3.2 shows the output from the Stanford Parser
for S1 2.
3.1.1.2 Semantic Interpreter
The semantic interpreter converts the dependency parse into the cor-
responding semantic representation. Figure 3.3 shows the semantic represen-
tations for S1 and S2. As the figure shows, two types of semantic information
are produced: Each node is assigned a type (e.g. Device for piston-4),
and semantic relations relate two nodes (e.g. piston-4 is the instrument of
compresses-5). This semantic information – the types and the semantic re-
lations – are defined in a formal ontology, the Component Library [11]. The
2The number in a variable represents the location of the variable in the sentence. For
example, occur-5 represents that the variable is from the 5th word from the first word.
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Figure 3.3: The semantic representations for S1 and S2
Component Library provides approximately 800 domain-independent concepts
and 80 semantic relations.
The semantic interpreter operates in the bottom-up fashion: it resolves
the leaf nodes first and then proceeds to the root node. For each node, Kleo as-
signs the most appropriate type (using off-the-shelf word sense disambiguation
software [112] and wordnet-to-ComponentLibrary mappings) and converts the
syntactic dependency relations into a semantic relation defined in the Compo-
nent Library using the hand-written rules 3. For example, for compresses-5,
Kleo chooses a type, Compress (see (c) in Figure 3.4), and resolves the syn-
tactic relations such as (compresses-5 nsubj piston-4) using a rule
Produce (X instrument Y) for (X nsubj Y)
if the type of X is Compress and Y is inanimate.
Figure 3.4 shows each step in which our semantic interpreter converts
the dependency tree in Figure 3.2 into the semantic representation. Kleo is
not limited to these manually-written rules. More sophisticated methods (e.g.,
machine learning based approach) could be used for relation assignment.
3Most of the rules were formulated for the development of Mobius.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: The intermediate steps of converting the dependency parse for S1
to the semantic representation. (a) engine-2 and gasoline-7 are assigned
a type (b) piston-4 is assigned a type and its dependency relation, poss is
converted into is-part-of (c) compresses-5 is assigned type and its dependency
relations, nsubj and dobj, are resolved
After resolving all nodes and the dependency relations, Kleo elaborates
the semantic representation further using the background knowledge base,
which may resolve some indirect anaphora. For example, gasoline-7 may be
connected to engine-2 through encloses by background knowledge, (Engine
encloses Gasoline), acquired possibly from reading “gasoline in the engine”
previously.
Table 3.1 shows the performance of the NL component in the parsing,
the type assignment, and the semantic relation assignment. For parsing, we
evaluated the four main processes : whether the parser correctly identifies two
phrases conjunctively conjoined (conjunctives), whether it correctly attaches
the prepositional phrases (pp-attachment), whether it correctly interprets
“to verb” as either purposive clause modifier or to infinitive (to verb) and
whether it correctly interprets “be verb” as one of the passive construction,
an existential verb, a copula or the progressive construction (be verb). Its
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accuracy is shown in the percentage. For the type assignment, we evaluated
three cases: whether the semantic interpreter correctly identifies the types
from the Component Library, for the nouns except the the nominalized forms
(noun), the verbs (verb), and the nominalized verbs (nominal forms). For
each word, Kleo’s semantic interpreter returns a list of the candidate types
with the score. The percentage indicates the number of times in which the
candidate list contains the correct type. The number in the parenthesis is the
average ranking of the correct type in the list. Finally, for semantic relation
assignment, we evaluated three cases: whether the semantic interpreter cor-
rectly resolves the case roles for a verb (except the nominal cases) (case roles)
and for a nominalized verb (case roles for nominal verb) and whether it










nominal form 35.0% (1.1)
Semantic relation assignment
case roles 67%
case roles for nominal verb 20%
PP 18.6%
Table 3.1: The performance of the NL component in Kleo measured for 25
texts in each domain of the heart and the engine.
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3.1.2 The KI Component
Kleo performs two types of knowledge integration: sentence-to-sentence
knowledge integration (SKI) and text-to-text knowledge integration (TKI).
SKI combines the semantic representations of the sentences within the same
text into a coherent whole. The output of SKI, therefore, represents the mean-
ing of the whole text. TKI combines these outputs of SKI across texts. Section
3.4 presents these knowledge integration facilities in detail.
3.1.2.1 Sentence-to-Sentence Knowledge Integration
The goal of SKI is, given a text, to integrate semantic representations
for individual sentences into a representation for the whole text in which enti-
ties and events mentioned in the text are coherently organized. For example,
SKI combines S1 and S2 in Figure 3.3 by identifying
• engine-8 is joined [134] with engine-2 and gasoline-4 is joined with
gasoline-6 because they derive from the same word class. 4
• cylinders-10 typically encloses piston-3 (using background knowl-
edge)
• gasoline-5 is typically compressed in cylinders-11. (using back-
ground knowledge)
4This is a weak heuristic for resolving co-references. In our research, we are not focused
on co-reference resolutions. Kleo could incorporate other state-of-the-art methods [105] for
co-reference resolution, and is not limited to this weak heuristic.
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Figure 3.5: The outcome representation from combining S1 and S2 in Fig-
ure 3.3
• “then” implies that combustion-1 occurs after compresses-4.
and produces a representation shown in Figure 3.5.
3.1.2.2 Text-to-Text Knowledge Integration
TKI integrates new information acquired from SKI with the knowledge
base of Kleo. The goal of this step is to relate knowledge across texts. Because
texts often contain redundant information, it is important to align them to
produce a coherent knowledge base. Another important issue is the scalability
of the run-time performance of TKI, because the size of the knowledge base
could be large.
3.1.3 Knowledge Base
The knowledge base is extended with the output of TKI – the repre-
sentation for a current text. At the same time, the knowledge base is used
to help read a text. This constitutes a bootstrap cycle where reading ex-
tends the knowledge base and then the extended knowledge base enhances the
subsequent reading.
The knowledge base initially contains only the Component Library,
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which provides rich representations of general events and entities, such as
Enter and Container. For example, if Kleo reads “fuel enters the cylinder”,
it draws on knowledge of Enter to infer that a cylinder is a container (the
base of all Enter events) and that the fuel passes through a portal of the
cylinder enroute from the outside of the cylinder to the inside.
3.2 Our Approach
This section presents our approach on knowledge integration. We first
present a graph matcher in Section 3.2.1 which is a core component of SKI
and TKI. Then, Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 present algorithms for SKI and TKI
which are designed on top of the graph matcher.
3.2.1 Graph Matcher
The central issue in both SKI and TKI is combining multiple repre-
sentations of knowledge into a coherent whole. The basic operation is graph
join [134], but complications commonly arise because the representations fail
to align perfectly. Our graph matcher attempts to resolve those mismatches.
Based on the earlier work on semantic matching [151], our graph matcher
handles a common source of mismatch, shifts in granularity, such as the ex-
ample shown in (a) in Figure 2.7. It is important in both SKI and TKI to
resolve granularity mismatches because representations can differ in their level
of detail between two sentences and between a text and a knowledge base.
To identify common types of granularity mismatches, we performed the
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Filtering Some information is omitted
· The blood flows to the lung to pick up oxygen and then
circulates around the body
· The blood flows to the lung and then circulates around
the body.
Generalization Several similar pieces of information are generalized
· An engine has cylinders and pistons.
· An engine consists of several parts.
Abstraction Two things that are spatially or temporally consecutive
are viewed as one thing.
· Blood moves from the heart to the lung, and then from
the lung to the body.
· Blood moves from the heart to the body.
Co-reference across Co-referenced entities differ in the level of granularity
granularity differ-
ence
· The cylinder in the engine takes in gasoline.
· The engine takes in gasoline.
Table 3.2: Types of granularity differences with examples: Granularity differ-
ences are shown in italics. The top sentence in the examples is fine-grained,
the bottom coarse-grained.
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following analysis. We selected approximately 50 general texts from Wikipedia,
and manually performed knowledge integration on the sentences of the texts
to identify common cases of granularity mismatches. Within paragraphs, a
major source of mismatches was between the topic sentences (generally the
beginning sentences) and the body of the paragraph. The body is often a
fine-grained representation of the topic sentence. This analysis revealed four
major types of the granularity mismatches: filtering, generalization, abstrac-
tion, co-reference across granularity difference (Table 3.2) [75]. For each type,
we developed a graph representation pattern that characterizes it [76]. We
describe the patterns along with examples shortly.
Algorithm. 1 outlines the operation of our matcher. The algorithm
first selects initial mappings (seed nodes) using heuristics and then extends
the mappings from the seed nodes.
Algorithm 1 Graph matching
(1) The matcher identifies the initial mappings between the two graphs using
two heuristics.
(2) The matcher finds more mappings from the previous ones using the
patterns until no more mappings are found.
Identifying seed nodes
The matcher uses two heuristics to identify seed nodes. In the descrip-
tion of the heuristics, let node1 be a node from the first input graph, and node2
from the second.
Heuristic 1. Node1 is mapped with node2 if their types are taxonomically
related entities and they originate from the same word class.
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Heuristic 2. Node1 is mapped with node2 if their types are events, node1
subsumes node2 (or vice versa) and the case roles of node1 subsume the roles
of node2 (or vice versa).
As an example of heuristic2, consider two representations, “Fuel moves
into an engine” (Move-Into1 object Fuel1) (Move-Into1 destination Engine1)
and “Engine takes in gasoline” (Take-In2 object Gasoline2) (Take-In2 desti-
nation Engine1). Heuristic2 chooses (Move-Into1, Take-In2) as a pair of seed
nodes because, in the Component Library, Take-In and Gasoline are sub-
classes of Move-In and Fuel, respectively. It is important to check the case
roles because the case roles restrict the meaning of the events. To identify
more seed nodes, state-of-the-art methods for co-reference resolution such as
[105] could be incorporated.
Extending mappings
The mappings are recursively extended from the seed nodes by exten-
sion pattern rules. In the description of the patterns, G1 and G2 refer to the
two input graphs, and A and X refer to nodes in G1 and G2 that are already
mapped to each other. The graphic representations on the patterns are shown
on the left side and their examples on the right side.
Pattern 1. (simple alignment) There are triples (A r B) in G1 and (X r Y)
in G2 such that B subsumes Y (or vice versa). Then, B is mapped with Y.
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This pattern can align, for example, (Engine1 has-part Piston1) with
(Gasoline-Engine2 has-part Piston2) if the system can infer Engine and Gasoline-
Engine are taxonomically related.
Patterns 2 through 6 resolve several types of granularity mismatches.
Pattern 2. (transitivity-based alignment) There are triples (A r B) in G1
and (X r Y) (Y r Z) in G2 such that B subsumes Z (or vice versa) and r is a
transitive relation such as causes, next-event. Then, B is mapped with Z.
This pattern resolves a granularity mismatch caused by a transitive
relation, as shown in the example. The top representation expresses “The
blood flows to the lung and then circulates around the body.” and the bottom
one “The blood flows to the lung to pick up oxygen and then circulates around
the body” 5
The following pattern uses a relation called X-onomy, which is a general
5The representation omits the parts that are not related to the pattern.
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relation that includes all relations that involve hierarchy such as has-part, has-
region and sub-event (partonomy), isa (taxonomy).
Pattern 3. (Co-reference across a granularity shift) There are (A r B) in
G1 and (X r Y) (Y X-onomy Z) in G2 such that B subsumes Z (or vice versa).
Then, B is mapped with Z.
This pattern handles a case that two expressions reference the same
entity or the same event at different granularities. For example, two repre-
sentations, “The engine takes in gasoline” and “The cylinder in the engine
takes in gasoline”, co-references at the different granularity the location which
gasoline is taken into. Notice that the pattern 3 can align (Move1 destination
Cylinder1) with (Move2 destination Engine2) (Engine2 has-part Cylinder2).
In this case, X-onomy is a has-part relation.
Patterns 4 through 6 introduce additional triples without which the
alignment would fail.
Pattern 4. (Abductive transfer-thru alignment) There are triples (A r B)
in G1 and (X r Y) in G2 such that B does not subsume Y (or vice versa). Then,
X-onomy can be abduced between B and Y. Additionally, if r is a transitive
relation, r can be abduced between B and Y, too. (In the implementation of
Kleo, we abduce related-to).
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This pattern is an abductive version of pattern 2 and pattern 3. The
example shows that, for “An engine has cylinders” and “An engine has pis-
tons”, this pattern makes an inference that “cylinders” and “pistons” are in
X-onomy relation – in this case, (Cylinder1 encloses Piston2)).
Pattern 5. (Generalization-based alignment) There are (A r B1) .. (A r
Bn) in G1 and (X r Y) in G2 such that each of B1, ..., Bn does not subsumes
Y (or vice versa). Then, X-onomy is abduced between Bi and Y for i = 1,2,
..., n.
This pattern handles a case that several pieces of similar information
in a fine-grained representation are generalized together to form a coarse-
grained representation. For example, given two representations, (Engine1 has-
part Cylinder1) (Engine1 has-part Piston1) (“An engine has a cylinder and a
piston”) and (Engine2 has-part Device2)(“An engine consists of parts”), this
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pattern makes an inference that Cylinder1 and Piston1 are in a X-onomy
relationship with Device2.
The following pattern uses a relation called lateral relation, which is
a general relation that connects two consecutive things whether Entity or
Event (e.g. next-event, beside).
Pattern 6. (Abstraction-based alignment) There are triples (A r1 B) (B
lateral-relation C) (C r2 D) in G1 and (X r1 Y) (Y r2 Z) in G2. Then D is
mapped with Z, and two X-onomy relations are abduced between Y and B
and between Z and C.
This pattern handles a case that an aggregation of small things, whether
Entities or Events, is viewed as one thing. The above example (a simplified
form of Figure 2.7) shows that this pattern infers that Move2 is a superevent
of Move1a and Move1b.
All these patterns are inherently uncertain; That is, a pattern could
make a wrong alignment even if its precondition holds true (especially, pat-
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Figure 3.6: The stitched representation
tern 4-6). Part of our future research is to deal with the uncertain nature of
knowledge integration.
3.2.2 Sentence-to-Sentence Knowledge Integration
SKI produces a knowledge representation (text-KR) of all the content
extracted from a single text. Initially, the text-KR consists of only the repre-
sentation of the first sentence. As Kleo reads each subsequent sentence, the
representation of the sentence is integrated with its text-KR. The goal of SKI
is to relate entities and events mentioned in a text coherently. To assess the
contribution of SKI – i.e., its impact on reducing knowledge fragmentation,
we will measure the improvement it causes in the density (connectivity) of the
graphical representations of its interpretation of texts
SKI consists of two steps: Stitch and Elaborate. Stitch aligns the rep-
resentation of each sentence with the text-KR, and Elaborate make explicit its
implied content.
3.2.2.1 Stitch
Stitch aligns two semantic representations by graph matching, as ex-
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plained in Section 3.2.1. Beyond resolving some direct anaphoric references
among the sentences, stitch can align graph representations that are seman-
tically identical. Stitch also performs a simple mapping (similar to [12]) 6 from
cue phrases, such as “because”, “and so”(causal), and “then”, “after”(temporal),
to semantic relations between the consecutive sentences.
The matcher combines S1 and S2 in Figure 3.3 as follows:
• (engine-8, engine-2) and (gasoline-4, gasoline-6) are selected as
pairs of seed nodes because their type, Device and Liquid-Substance,
are entities and they derive from the same word classes.
• The matcher produces a new triple, (cylinder-10 related-to piston-3),
from a pair of seed nodes, (engine-8, engine-2), according to the ex-
tension pattern 4.
• The matcher produces a new triple, (combustion-1 next-event compresses-
4), from a cue word, “then”.
3.2.2.2 Elaborate
Elaborate augments the representation produced by Stitch by adding
relevant background knowledge. This step relates together two or more nodes
in the graphical representation with semantic paths, which could resolve in-
6It is not a focus of our reserach to identify such mappings, which have been extensively
studied in the research of the discourse relations. Any state-of-art software which identifies
discourse relations, such as [94], can be plugged in Kleo.
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Figure 3.7: The example knowledge base
direct anaphora [47] or add temporal/causal relations among the events men-
tioned in the text.
The knowledge base from which Kleo draws background information
consists of two sources. One is the Component Library which provides rich
representations of general events and entities. The other source is relations
that Kleo learned by previously reading other texts on the same topic.
The background information is retrieved by spreading activation search
through both sources. Specifically, the activation starts from the concepts
referenced in the representations produced by Stitch. For example, suppose
that the knowledge base - i.e. the Component Library or pre-learned knowl-
edge - contains the representation shown in Figure 3.7. For the representa-
tion in Figure 3.6, activation starts from Engine, Cylinder, Piston, and
Compress which are the types of engine-9, cylinders-11, piston-4 and
compresses-5. Currently, we use a simple termination condition whereby ac-
tivation stops when it meets another activation (success) or it travels a certain
distance (failure). In our example, the italicized parts - the region explored
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Figure 3.8: K-units produced from the representation in Figure 3.5 by parti-
tioning. The dotted nodes are roots.
by the activation (expressing “The compression occurs inside the cylinder”
and “The cylinder encloses the piston”) - are returned as background informa-
tion and aligned with the representation in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.5 shows the
resulting representation.
3.2.3 Text-to-Text Knowledge Integration
The goal of TKI is to combine knowledge extracted from multiple texts
into a single coherent knowledge base. Initially, the knowledge base consists of
only the representation of the first text. As Kleo reads each subsequent text,
the representation of the text is integrated with the knowledge base. Typically,
the texts have overlapping content. TKI attempts to identify the points of
overlap, which is challenging because the texts differ in their presentation.
For example, the texts present overlapping content, but at different levels of
granularity.
The graph matcher (in Section 3.2.1) is the main component of TKI.
Before it can be applied, however, an efficiency concern should be addressed
because TKI attempts to match graphs that are large (Contrast this with SKI,
which attempts to integrate graphs that represent single sentences). Our ap-
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proach is to partition the graphs into a set of coherent subgraphs, that we will
call K-units. Figure 3.8 shows examples of K-units for Engine, Cylinder,
and Combustion.
A K-unit has a root node which is universally quantified. The other
nodes in the K-unit are existentially quantified in the scope of the root node.
For example, the Cylinder K-unit in Figure 3.8 represents ∀x.Cylinder(x) →
∃y.P iston(y)∧encloses(x, y). Notice that the K-units are implicitly associated
to one another because the root nodes are universally quantified. For example,
Cylinder in the Engine K-unit in Figure 3.8 is connected to the root node
of the Cylinder K-unit.
TKI partitions learned knowledge into K-units with the following pro-
cedure: Given a text-KR from SKI, TKI chooses nodes that can serve as root
nodes - typically, key concepts in the domain of the texts. The heuristic used
by TKI is selecting a node whose input words frequently appear in the texts or
a node that is an instance of an Event because frequently occurring words or
events are generally important concepts. Once the root nodes are identified,
TKI performs spreading activation from each root node until the activation
arrives at other root nodes. The region explored by the activation becomes a
K-unit for the root node. The K-units in Figure 3.8 result from partitioning
the representation in Figure 3.5.
For each new K-unit, Kleo retrieves a relevant K-unit from the knowl-
edge base. Two K-units are relevant in the two following cases: if their roots
are instances of the same entity; if their root nodes are events and their case
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roles are taxonomically related. The two relevant K-units are aligned by the
graph matcher and the new integrated K-unit is stored in the knowledge base.
3.3 Evaluation
We evaluate the contribution of knowledge integration by comparing
Kleo with Mobius, two systems that differ primarily in their knowledge in-
tegration capabilities 7. Specifically, they differ in three ways: (1) Kleo’s
graph matcher handles mismatches in granularity, while Mobius’s does not
(i.e. Kleo uses patterns 1 - 6, described in Section 3.2.1, whereas Mobius uses
only pattern 1). (2) During knowledge integration, Kleo uses both Compo-
nent Library and knowledge derived from reading previous texts. Mobius uses
only Component Library. (3) To improve efficiency, Kleo uses partitioning (see
Section 3.2.3), but Mobius does not.
Both systems read 25 texts in two domains: the blood circulation in
the human heart and the cycle in the internal-combustion engine. Each text
consisted of a paragraph drawn from a variety of sources – encyclopedia, web
pages, textbooks – and were roughly at the same complexity as the Wikipedia
articles on the topics. On average, the texts contained 5.67 sentences, and the
sentences averaged 16 words in length.
7The original Mobius system used BBN’s Serif parser [104]; but, for the evaluation pur-
pose, we replaced the parser with the Stanford parser used in Kleo.
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3.3.1 Evaluation of SKI
We evaluate the two main features of SKI: (1) the ability to align repre-
sentations, even when they differ in their level of granularity. This is performed
by pattern rules 2 through 6 in the graph matcher (see Section 3.2.1) (2) the
use of background knowledge learned by reading previous texts (see Elaborate
in Section 3.2.2.2).
To measure the contribution of each feature, we compared 4 systems:
Kleo (uses both features), Mobius+GM (uses only the extension rules), Mo-
bius+KB (uses only the pre-learned knowledge), Mobius (uses neither). The
graph matcher used in Mobius and Mobius+KB is the same as the one in
Kleo except that it uses only rule pattern 1, and none of the rules that handle
granularity mismatches.
The main purpose of SKI is to reduce the fragmentation of knowledge
among the sentence-level representations. To measure the contribution of SKI,
we use a metric, density-improvement. This metric is based on the density of
the graph, which measures the connectivity of a graphical representation:
density =
number of edges








where n is the number of nodes in the graph and e is the number
of edges. The maximum of density is 1 in the case that the graph is fully
connected.
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Density-improvement is defined as
density of the graph after SKI
density of the graph before SKI
This metric measures SKI’s contribution to increase the density of the
graphical representation. This metric alone, however, is insufficient because it
considers only the structural parts of the graph. For example, if all nodes in
the representation are merged into a single node, the operation would maxi-
mize density-improvement but would be wrong for most cases. To compensate
density-improvement, we hired a third party to measure operation accuracy,
the ratio of the correct knowledge integration operations. Specifically, each
knowledge integration operation is scored in the following way and then the
scores were averaged:
1 if an operation coherently combines knowledge snippets
.5 if an operation is partially justified
0 if an operation is not justified.
There are two cases in which the operations are partially justified: the
background knowledge used by Elaborate could be only partially correct; merg-
ing two nodes could be only partially correct.8
Evaluation Result
8For example, let’s assume that node3 should be merged with node1 but not with node2
and that knowledge integration merges node1 and node2 to produce node4 and then merges
node4 with node3. Merging of node4 with node3 is partially justified because node1 should















Figure 3.9: The average density-improvement over 25 texts in each domain.
The experiment was repeated 10 times with the different order of reading. The
lines represent the standard deviation. The difference between Mobius and
Mobius+GM/Mobius+KB and between Mobius+GM/Mobius+KB is statis-
tically significant in both domains (p<.05 for the two tail z-test).
Figure 3.9 shows the results. SKI improved the density of the graph
of learned knowledge by a factor of 2.5-3.5 (the density-improvement of Kleo
is 2.5-3.5 times higher than the density-improvement of Mobius). The two
main features of SKI – handling granularity mismatches and using background
knowledge from previous reading – contributed equally to this improvement
(the density-improvement of Mobius+GM and Mobius+KB are about equal).
Further, we investigated why SKI contributed more in the heart domain
than in the engine domain. We found that the major reason for this difference
is that Kleo drew more background knowledge for the texts about the heart
because they have more overlapping content, as measured by the number of
words in common across the texts.
The average operation accuracy is .56, indicating that roughly half of
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the operations contribute to the goal of coherently combining information.
However, when we considered only the cases where the input knowledge snip-
pets are correctly formulated, the score is .81.
3.3.2 Failure Analysis on SKI
To prioritize the future work on knowledge integration, we analyzed the
failure cases of SKI during the experiment in Section 3.3.1. We randomly chose
15 texts used in the experiment, and closely examined the following knowledge
integration operations – merging two knowledge snippets and inferring addi-
tional semantic relations. The following shows the categories of the failures
with their frequencies.
1. Incorrect semantic representations from previous reading (36%)
During knowledge integration, Kleo draws upon knowledge acquired from
reading previous texts. In errors of this type, the previously acquired
knowledge was incorrect, typically due to errors in the NL component.
2. Irrelevant background knowledge (18%) In errors of this type, Kleo
pulled in previously acquired knowledge that is irrelevant. For example,
Kleo pulled in information about a jet engine for a text about gasoline
engine. To avoid this error, Kleo should consider context when drawing
information from the background knowledge base.
3. Overly general background knowledge (18%) In errors of this type,
Kleo pulled in knowledge that is overly general and vague. For example,
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Kleo pulled in the triple (Engine related-to Piston), which fails to specify
the relationship.
4. Inappropriate application of Heuristic1 in Section 3.2.1 (14%)
In errors of this type, Heuristic1 joined two entities that share a common
head word, but are otherwise dissimilar. For example, Kleo inappropri-
ately joined “right atrium” with “left atrium”. To avoid this type of
mistake, Kleo should consider features derived from modifying phrases.
5. Language interpretation failure (8%) In errors of this type, Kleo
makes incorrect knowledge-integration decisions because the NL compo-
nent misread a text. For example, mapping a word to an inappropriate
concept can cause errors in graph matching.
6. Mishandling transient properties (5%) In errors of this type, Kleo
fails to recognize that a property is transient, causing inappropriate
matches. For example, Kleo incorrectly matched “oxygen-rich blood”
with “oxygen-poor blood”
Kleo significantly suffers from the brittle NLP as shown in case (1)
and (5) (about 45% in total). In Chapter 4, we will show how knowledge
integration can help improve language interpretation.
3.3.3 Evaluation of TKI
The main purpose of TKI is to combine information learned across mul-
tiple texts. In this evaluation, we use the metric of knowledge base size – the
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number of triples in the final knowledge base of information learned by reading
a corpus of texts. Because TKI attempts to find overlapping content, to avoid
redundancy and improve coherence, the more TKI identifies and merges the
overlapping contents the smaller the resulting knowledge base will be.
Specifically, we evaluate the contribution of the graph matcher by
comparing three systems: Kleo (uses all the pattern rules described in Sec-
tion 3.2.1), Mobius (uses only pattern rule 1, not rules 2 through 6, which are
intended to handle granularity mismatches), and a baseline (simply appends
knowledge structures with no attempt to match them).
Figure 3.10 shows the result. The x-axis is the total number of input
triples presented to TKI and the y-axis is the total number of output triples
produced by TKI (i.e. the total number of triples in the final knowledge base).
In both domains, TKI discovered a significant amount of overlapping content
across the texts – the knowledge base built by Kleo was 30% smaller than the
one built by the baseline. The graph-matcher rules that handle granularity
mismatches account for about 45% of this contribution – the knowledge base
built by Kleo was 18% smaller than the one built by Mobius.
We also evaluated the contribution of partitioning. The purpose of
partitioning is to dampen the increase in the cost of graph matching as the
knowledge base grows. We compare two systems: Kleo and Kleo-without-
Partitioning (i.e. Kleo without the partitioning capability).
Figure 3.11 shows the results. The time required to read a text by
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Figure 3.10: Increase in knowledge-base size with presentation of triples to
TKI
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Figure 3.11: With partitioning, the run time of updating a knowledge base is
almost negligible
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patterns frequency(%) patterns frequency(% )
pattern1 52.4 pattern2 0.3
pattern3 8.2 pattern4 31.9
pattern5 7.2 pattern6 0
Table 3.3: The frequency of invocation of the extension pattern rules
Kleo-without-Partitioning grows rapidly with the size of the knowledge base
(as measured here by the number of texts read so far). In contrast, the time
required by Kleo remains almost constant. Partitioning seems crucial for the
scalability of knowledge integration.
Finally, we measured the number of times in which the extension pat-
tern rules are invoked during reading the 25 texts in two domains during both
SKI and TKI. Table 3.3 shows the result. It shows that the rules for resolving
granularity mismatches (pattern 2 ∼ 6) make a significant contribution (ap-
proximately 50% of total invocation) and that Pattern4 is used most whereas
Pattern2 and 6 are rarely used.
3.4 Related Work
We present related work on three issues important to knowledge inte-
gration: handling granularity in other AI tasks (Section 3.4.1), flexibly aligning
knowledge snippets beyond their surface forms (Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.4), and
inferring unspecified information in texts (Section 4.4.2).
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3.4.1 Handling Granularity in Reasoning
Handling granularity is one of the central problems in building intelli-
gent systems. For example, an agent should be able to identify the appropriate
level of granularity when perceiving the outside world or using background
knowledge for its reasoning. For this reason, granularity has been extensively
studied in many fields of AI.
Ontology construction requires choosing an appropriate granularity in
modeling domain knowledge. Bittner and Smith [15] propose a formal the-
ory of granular partitions (i.e., ways of dividing reality) and applies it to the
construction of spatio-temporal ontologies. Ontology alignment, as in our
knowledge integration, should resolve the granularity mismatches among the
individual ontologies [44].
Granular computing is an emerging computational framework concerned
with developing methods for analyzing data at multiple granularities and ma-
nipulating information granules [147]. For example, in the analysis of satellite
images, meaningful information can be identified at different granularities –
for example, at the macro level (e.g., the large-scale distribution of the clouds)
or the micro level (e.g., the streets in a city). One may shift through the dif-
ferent granularities to identify the interesting patterns among them. Granular
computing has primarily focused on numerical representations of data rather
than symbolic representations, which is the aim of our task.
In NLP, Hobbs proposes a theory of granularity to model several types
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of reasoning related to granularity [67] and then uses this theory to decompose
complex lexical knowledge into simple primitives [68]. Mani [91] also develops
a theory of granularity to analyze polysemy and underspecification.
3.4.2 Semantic Decomposition
Semantic decomposition is concerned with breaking down a conceptual
meaning into primitive elements and their semantic relations. This work can
be useful for flexible semantic matching, specifically to address lexical com-
pression, as explained in Section 2.3.3.1, by using more canonical ways to
represent the meaning. Unfortunately, a large-scale computational resource
that provides these semantic decomposition data has not yet been developed.
Conceptual Dependency [126] is the early work in AI that proposes 11
primitive concepts (called primitive acts) and semantic relations, such as the
case roles. The Component Library [11] encodes knowledge about the domain-
independent concepts and then extends the concepts to represent complex
conceptual knowledge. Similarly, Hobbs [68] proposes an abstract theory to
logically define abstract concepts (which correspond to the high-level synsets
in WordNet) and then extends the axioms defined in the abstract theory to
represent more complex concepts (the specific synsets). His abstract theory
includes knowledge about the system, figure-ground relation, scale, change of
state, causality, and goal-directed systems.
In Lexical Semantics, Jackendoff proposes Lexical Conceptual Structure
to decompose the meaning of the lexical item. For example, give is decomposed
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formal properties that distinguish the object in a larger domain
constitutive the physical properties or the parts
telic the purpose or function of the object
agentive object’s origins that make the object come into being
formal : artifact tool
constitutive : metal blade, handle, etc.
telic : cutting
agentive : making
Table 3.4: The factors in the qualia structure and an example of the qualia
structure for scissor.
into [CAUSE [x, [GO [y, [TO (z)]]], which means that an agent(x) moves an
object(y) to a destination(z). Pustejovsky proposes the Qualia Structure in
his Generative Lexicon framework to characterize lexical items using several
factors. Table 3.4 describes these factors along with the example of the qualia
structure for scissor.
3.4.3 Analogical Reasoning
Analogical reasoning allows humans to understand a new domain (called
the “target domain”) by transferring information from a base domain to the
target domain. For example, knowledge about a water circuit system (in which
a water pump pumps water to flow through a pipe) can be used to understand
an electrical circuit system (in which a battery “pushes” electrons through a
wire) because of their analogical similarity. This reasoning method is a primary
way in which humans create new concepts and knowledge.
One of the seminal works in analogical reasoning research is the struc-
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ture mapping theory [46]. This theory argues that analogical relationships arise
when two pieces of knowledge (from two different domains) are structurally
similar – for example, the water circuit and the electrical circuit are described
as having similar structure – X causes Y to move through Z. To identify these
structural mappings, the theory proposes an algorithm that performs graph
matching subject to several constraints that the analogical mappings should
satisfy. It is interesting future work to incorporate these constraints in our flex-
ible matcher, because they might allow the system to relate knowledge from
different domains – e.g., using background knowledge from different domains
in the elaborate step.
3.4.4 Paraphrase Discovery
Paraphrase Discovery [88], actively researched in the question-answering
community, aims to find all possible paraphrased forms, given a particular sen-
tence. This work is important for question-answering because a question often
uses phrases formulated differently than the one with the answer. Paraphrase
patterns can be of further use for Kleo because knowledge integration should
perform flexible semantic matching on natural sentences.
3.4.5 Underspecification
Texts often underspecify the meaning in the underlying representations
to facilitate efficient communication. Various types of underspecification ex-
ist, one of which is Polysemy, a lexical-level underspecification in which the
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same word is used to represent different meanings. For example, Metonymy, a
primary device for polysemy, allows a thing to be referred not only by its own
name, but also by a closely related name (e.g., Using Washington to represent
the US government, as well as the geographical city). Noun-noun compounds
also underspecify the relation between two nouns. Presupposition is under-
specified contextual knowledge that people assume in their communications.
For example, “John wants to graduate this year” presupposes that John is
currently a student and has not yet graduated.
To reveal underspecified knowledge, the system needs background knowl-
edge. Kleo uses knowledge acquired from previous reading to reveal unspec-
ified information in texts. Traditionally, three approaches have been used to
build a large-scale background knowledge base for text understanding: manual
construction, automated construction, and construction by volunteers.
The manual approach generally produces a knowledge base that is more
computationally useful than the other two methods because the manual encod-
ing and organization of the knowledge representations outperform the other
two approaches in terms of accuracy and coherence of the representations.
However, this approach is expensive as it requires costly expertise, construc-
tion time and human labor. Example knowledge bases constructed by this
approach are CYC [85] (world knowledge), FrameNet [51] (knowledge about
typical situations), Wordnet [103] and Verbnet [129] (lexical knowledge), and
the Component Library [11] (knowledge about domain-independent concepts).
Unlike the manual approach, an automated approach is less costly, but
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often produces poorly formulated knowledge representations. Because of this
poor quality, few knowledge bases in this category are widely used for machine
reading. Example knowledge bases constructed using an automated approach
are Prismatic [48] and Knight [127] (common sense knowledge), VerbOcean [32]
(the relations between two verbs), and DIRT [88] (paraphrase patterns).
The most recent approach, using construction by volunteers, engages
the general public to build the knowledge base together. Using this approach,
the central system receives small pieces of knowledge from a large number of
volunteers and then combines these pieces into a coherent knowledge base.
This approach addresses the disadvantages of the two other approaches: it re-
duces the building cost by involving the general public and improves the quality
of the semantic representations by requiring manual encoding. Despite these
advantages, however, there has yet to be a widely used knowledge base built
by this approach; coordinating many volunteers and coherently integrating the
small pieces of contributed knowledge remains challenging. Example knowl-
edge bases constructed by this approach are OpenMind [130] and Learner [31]
(common sense knowledge).
To build a background knowledge base for text understanding remains
one of the greatest challenges in AI.
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Chapter 4
Application of Knowledge Integration to Text
Interpretation
Despite the significant progress in Natural Language Processing, full
interpretation of a sentence is still a major bottleneck in machine reading.
Our pilot study on the NL component in Kleo (see Table 3.1) confirms this
brittleness, particularly the difficulty of semantic interpretation (such as the
tasks of assigning types and semantic relations).
One reason for this brittleness stems from the pipeline architecture,
which has been widely used in machine reading systems, including Mobius
and Kleo. As (a) in Figure 4.1 shows, the pipeline architecture connects the
components (e.g., for parsing, word sense disambiguation, and semantic re-
lation assignment) serially, and each component passes a single solution to
the next component in line. The problem with the pipeline architecture is
that each component is forced to choose a single interpretation, even in the
presence of significant ambiguity and insufficient evidence to resolve it. Fur-
thermore, because errors can magnify when a component commits to a wrong
interpretation, downstream components are misled into making more errors.
One approach to addressing this problem, albeit näıve, is for the system
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WSD : word sense disambiguation
SR : semantic relation assignment
KI : knowledge integration















(a) Pipeline approach (a) Beam approach 
Figure 4.1: (a) The traditional pipeline approach; (b) the beam approach to
maintain multiple candidate interpretations
to maintain multiple complete candidate interpretations using, for example, a
beam of the n-best interpretations (see (b) in Figure 4.1). While this approach
can delay ambiguity resolution, several problems remain. First, the number
of interpretations is generally very large. Because of the limited size of the
beam, the system may still discard correct interpretations before benefiting
from knowledge integration. Second, the candidate interpretations generally
do not represent the dependencies among the interpretations. For example,
there may be multiple candidate word senses and semantic roles for a given sen-
tence, but sense alternatives might depend on role selection (and vice versa).
The set of reasonable interpretations may be a subset of all combinations. Fi-
nally, maintaining distinct interpretations does not contribute to addressing
the problem of combining evidence to narrow down alternatives and ultimately
select the best interpretation.




Parser WSD SR KI
Information
Sources
WSD : word sense disambiguation
SR : semantic relation assignment
KI : knowledge integration
Packed Representation
Figure 4.2: Our system architecture based on the packed representation
lems. In our approach, the system postpones committing to an interpretation
of a text by representing ambiguities and the dependencies among them. Our
approach may include combinatorial growth in the set of alternative interpre-
tations, but they are represented only intensionally using the packed represen-
tation, i.e., a single representation that succinctly maintains alternatives while
avoiding enumerating them.
Figure 4.2 shows our proposed architecture, which is based on the
packed representation. The system delays ambiguity resolution by maintain-
ing multiple candidate interpretations using the packed representation. Then,
knowledge integration – the last step of the pipeline – chooses the overall best
interpretation from the packed representation by aggregating evidence from a
variety of information sources.
Based on this architectural framework, we explore three sources of infor-
mation that could be useful for ambiguity resolution in knowledge integration.
The information sources are redundancy across multiple texts, OntoNotes (a
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semantically annotated corpus 1) and Prismatic (a knowledge resource auto-
matically constructed from texts). These information sources can be applied
at different points in the pipeline. Except Prismatic, note that redundancy and
OntoNotes can only be exploited downstream in the pipeline; redundancy, an
inter-sentential property, can only be exploited in knowledge integration; and,
OntoNotes, with no syntactic information, cannot directly benefit the parser.
This shows the benefit of using the packed representation to delay ambiguity
resolution – it allows the system to resolve ambiguities occurring upstream
(e.g., parsing ambiguities) using the information available only downstream.
Our experiments show that for two of these sources – redundancy and
OntoNotes – our approach produces significantly better semantic representa-
tions than the traditional pipeline approach because knowledge integration
exploits these information sources effectively by using the packed representa-
tion. Our initial method for using Prismatic is found to be partially effective.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 and 4.2, we present
two packed representation schemes that can succinctly represent a myriad of
candidate graphical semantic representations. Sections 4.1 through 4.3 in-
troduce the three sources of information: redundancy across multiple sen-
tences (Section 4.1), OntoNotes (Section 4.2), and Prismatic (Section 4.3).
The sections also present the knowledge integration algorithms to show how
the information is used for disambiguating the packed representation. Finally,
1OntoNotes also contains the syntactic annotations; for our study, however, we use only
its semantic annotations, word sense annotations, and semantic role annotations.
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Section 4.4 presents the related work.
4.1 Using Redundancy across Multiple Texts
Within a corpus of texts on the same topic, the texts could express the
same meaning in different surface forms; consequently they are ambiguous in
different ways. When the system interprets these redundant texts, it may use
the interpretation of a text to provide context that help inform the interpre-
tation of the others. Related fields, such as Information Extraction, exploit
textual redundancy to good effect [39], and perhaps text understanding can
as well.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the benefit of using redundancy in the interpreta-
tion of the two following redundant sentences, each of which is ambiguous to
interpret.
S1: An engine ignites gasoline with its spark plug.
S2: The engine’s spark plug ignites gasoline.
In S1, an ambiguity arises in attaching the prepositional phrase, with its
spark-plug. It can attach either to ignites (correct attachment) or to gasoline
(incorrect attachment). The different interpretations result in two different
semantic representations as shown in A1 and A2 in Figure 4.3. In S2, the syn-
tactic subject relationship is ambiguous to interpret. In general, the syntactic
subject can map to different semantic relations depending on the context. For
example, it can map to agent (as in “John throws the ball”), instrument (our
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Figure 4.3: Two candidate interpretations for each of S1 and S2. The inter-
pretations, A2 and B2, which are identical, are more likely to be correct than
the others because the sentences express the same meaning.
example, S2), recipient (as in “John received the book”), or destination (as in
“The engine takes in the gasoline”).
The independent resolution of these ambiguities may be difficult but
jointly resolving them may ease the problem due to their redundancy. Because
the two sentences encode the same meaning, their meaning representations
should be identical and therefore, the two candidate semantic representations,
A2 and B2, in Figure 4.3 (which are identical), should be preferred over the
others. This example also shows the advantage of maintaining multiple can-
didate interpretations, the capability provided by the packed representation.
Without this capability, the system might be forced to choose the wrong rep-
resentations for both sentences before exploiting the redundancy.
In this section, we present one packed representation scheme and a
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knowledge integration algorithm that disambiguates the packed representation
based on redundancy (Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). We also present a prototype
system, Ally, that implements our approach (Section 4.1.3). We evaluate our
approach by comparing the accuracy of two reading systems: a baseline system
that commits to its best interpretation after each sentence, and Ally, which uses
a packed representation and our algorithm to maintain all possible interpreta-
tions until further reading enables it to prune. For this initial proof of concept,
we use a small corpus of redundant texts. The results indicate that our ap-
proach improves the quality of text interpretation by preventing aggressive
pruning while avoiding combinatorial explosion (Section 4.1.4 through 4.1.6).
4.1.1 Packed Representation
Multiple alternative semantic interpretations for a sentence can be cap-
tured with a single packed representation in which ambiguities are represented
as local alternatives. Because the candidate semantic representations are of-
ten structurally similar, a packed representation can significantly compress the
representation of alternative interpretations.
Figure 4.4 shows the packed representation of alternative interpreta-
tions of S1 (PG1). The different types of ambiguity captured by the packed
representation are as follows.
1. Type ambiguity Ambiguity in the assignment of a type for a word.
In PR1, the node engine-2a corresponds to the word “engine” in S1.
Its annotation [Living-Entity .3 | Device .7] says that the word may
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Figure 4.4: The packed representation for S1 (PR1)
map to either Living-Entity (probability 0.3) or Device (probability
0.7). The packed representation does not presume a particular uncer-
tainty formalism. Any formalism, (e.g., Dempster-Shafer theory [113] or
Markov Logic Networks [124]) could be used.
2. Relational ambiguity Ambiguity in the assignment of semantic rela-
tion between nodes. In PR1, the edge label <agent .6 | location .4>
from ignite-3a to engine-2a represents that the engine is either agent
or location of the ignition.
3. Structural ambiguity The packed representation also captures struc-
tural alternatives. In PR1, edges D and E are alternatives corresponding
to the different prepositional phrase attachments for “with its spark plug”
(to ignite-3a or gasoline-4a). The annotation {D .3 | E .7} represents
that the choices are mutually exclusive with probabilities of 0.3 and 0.7.
4. Co-reference ambiguity Co-reference of nodes in a packed represen-
tation is captured using a “co-reference” edge. In PR1, the edge labeled
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<coref .7> represents that the probability of engine-2a and its-7a
being co-referent is .7.
In addition to storing ambiguities explicitly, the packed representation
also captures dependencies among alternatives.
5. Simple dependency The existence of one element in the graph depends
on the existence of another element. If subsequent evidence suggests that
an element is incorrect, its dependents should be pruned. For example,
the dependency, A → C, means that if Living-Entity is ultimately
rejected as the type for engine-2a, the agent relation should be pruned.
6. Mutual dependency. Elements of a mutual dependency set are mu-
tually confirming. If enough evidence accrues to confirm or reject an
element, other elements in the set should also be confirmed or rejected.
In the example, the box labeled B says that the two elements, (engine-2a
type Device) and (ignite-3a location engine-2a), should both be con-
firmed or pruned when either of them is confirmed or pruned.
Similar to belief maintenance systems [37], these constraints enable
the system to adjust each candidate’s confidence score in response to changes
to other interpretations. Formally, the packed representation is a structure
consisting of (a) semantic triples – e.g., (ignite-3a type Burn), (b) macros –
e.g., the symbol A refers to (ignite-3a agent engine-2a), and (c) constraints –
e.g., A depends on C.
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Figure 4.5: Packed representation for S2, “The engine’s spark plug combusts
gasoline.”
4.1.2 Combining Packed Representations
Maintaining ambiguity within the packed representation allows us to
delay commitment to an interpretation until enough evidence accrues to dis-
ambiguate. For any text fragment that results in a packed representation
(PRa) containing ambiguity, there may exist other text fragments somewhere
that are partly redundant, but result in a less ambiguous (or differently am-
biguous) representation (PRb). The less ambiguous representation (PRb) can
be used to adjust confidences in the ambiguous representation (PRa). Enough
such evidence would allow us to prune unlikely interpretations, ultimately dis-
ambiguating the original representation.
Algorithm 2 describes our knowledge integration which combines two
packed representations to help resolve their ambiguities. The algorithm at-
tempts to identify their isomorphic subgraphs (redundant portions of the inter-
pretations) and uses the information to further disambiguate their ambiguities.
For illustration, we will step through Algorithm 2, merging PR1 (Figure 4.4)
with PR2 (Figure 4.5).
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Algorithm 2 Knowledge integration: disambiguating the packed representa-
tions
Input : PR1, PR2
Output: new packed representation
1. Identify semantically aligned parts between PR1 and PR2. The
algorithm uses a graph matcher to identify mappings (redundant portions)
between PR1 and PR2. It first identifies node mappings by aligning nodes
whose base word is same or types are taxonomically aligned. From the node
mappings, the same types are aligned as type mappings. It also produces
the relation mappings if the relation is same and their head and tail nodes
are already mapped.
2. Use the mappings to further disambiguate PR1 and PR2. With
the currently available information (the confidence scores and the constraints
in PR1 and PR2 and the mappings between them), the algorithm uses off-
the-shelf joint-inference software to calculate the confidence score of each
candidate interpretation. If the confidence score of one interpretation be-
comes much higher than the other competing ones, the interpretation is
chosen while the others are discarded.
3. Combine the disambiguated PR1 and PR2 into one packed
representation using the mappings identified in the first step.
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1. The graph matcher identifies the mappings between PR1 and PR2. Some
type mappings are (engine-2a[Device], Engine-1b[Device]), (spark-plug-
8a[Living-Entity], spark-plug-3b[Living-Entity]), etc., and the relation
mappings are ((combust-5b instrument spark-plug-3b), (ignite-3 instru-
ment spark-plug-8)), ((ignite-3a instrument spark-plug-8a) (combust-5b
instrument spark-plug-3b)), etc.
2. In this example, we use a simple joint-inference method (which is also
used in our prototype system). When interpretation A is mapped with
interpretation B, their confidence scores are simply added and the result-
ing score is assigned to both 2. For example, the final score of Device
in engine-2a becomes 1.7 because its original score (.7) is added to the
score of Device in Engine-1b (1), while the confidence score of Living-
Entity in engine-2a is unchanged. Because the score of Device (1.7)
is much higher than the score of Living-Entity (.3) 3, Device is con-
firmed while Living-Entity is discarded. Confirming/pruning an in-
terpretation may affect the other interpretations due to the constraints.
Thus, deleting Living-Entity causes deletion of the agent relation be-
tween ignite-3a and engine-2a due to the dependency constraint A
→ C.
2Note that, in our prototype system, the scores of the type candidates are the word
count generated by the Lesk algorithm (not a probability). In Section 4.2.3, we present
more sophisticated combination method based on Markov Logic Network [124]
3In our prototype, we set the pruning threshold at 1
3
×the score of the top-scored inter-
pretation.
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3. The disambiguated PR1 and PR2 are merged into a single packed repre-
sentation (PR3) based on the previous mappings. Any remaining ambi-
guity could simply be left in PR3, possibly to be resolved with another
sentence.
4.1.3 Ally: Prototype System
To evaluate our approach, we built a prototype system, Ally, by ex-
tending Kleo. Ally differs from Kleo primarily in that Ally uses the packed
representation and Algorithm 2 to manage multiple candidate interpretations
based on redundancy.
4.1.3.1 Parser
Ally uses the Stanford Parser [79]. To capture structural ambiguity
for our experiments, we manually converted the parser output to a syntactic
packed representation by adding corrections as alternatives wherever the parse
tree was incorrect. This gave a syntactic packed representation with both
incorrect and correct alternatives. We arbitrarily gave the original, incorrect
alternatives high confidence scores and the added, correct alternatives low
scores. This approach simulates the situation in which the parser pruned the
correct interpretation in favor of an incorrect one with a higher confidence
score. The syntactic packed representation for S1 is shown in Figure 4.6.
Later in Section 4.2.3, we present an algorithm that produces the syntactic
packed representation in a fully automated way.
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Figure 4.6: Syntactic packed representation for S1, capturing the prepositional
phrase attachment ambiguity of “with its spark plug”.
4.1.3.2 Semantic interpreter
The semantic interpreter assigns types to nodes in the syntactic packed
representation and semantic relations to the edges.
• Type ambiguity. Types and confidence scores are assigned to words us-
ing SenseRelate [112], off-the-shelf Lesk-based WSD software. Assigned
senses are then mapped to the Component Library ontology using its
built-in WordNet mappings.
• Relational ambiguity. Semantic relations are assigned to the depen-
dency relations in the syntactic packed representation according to hand-
written semantic interpretation rules (see Section 3.1.1). Most of the
rules consider the types of the head and the tail as well as the depen-
dency relation, but do not produce confidence scores. Ally simply scores
candidates equally. A more sophisticated scoring method such as the
one in Section 4.2.3 can be plugged in easily.
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• Structural ambiguity. Parse ambiguities (such as PA vs. PB in Fig-
ure 4.6) are converted directly to structural ambiguity representations
(D vs. E in Figure 4.4) in the semantic packed representation.
• Simple Dependency. A dependency is installed between a type t for
word w and a semantic relation r when (1) r is produced by a rule
based on t and (2) r is dependent on no other candidate type for w.
In Figure 4.4, a dependency relation is installed from A to C, because
(1) Living-Entity in engine-2a was used in the rule assigning agent
between ignite-3a and engine-2a and (2) the assignment of agent is
not dependent on Device, the other candidate type of engine-2a.
• Mutual dependency. If multiple interpretations depend on one an-
other, a mutual dependency set is created to include them.
4.1.3.3 Knowledge integration
This module implements Algorithm 2 to combine packed representa-
tions from multiple sentences. The packed representation for each sentence is
merged with the combined packed representation from previous sentences. The
global packed representation integrates sentence-level packed representations
to the extent that they align semantically. In the worst case (completely unre-
lated sentences), the global packed representation would simply be the union
of individual packed representations. The extent to which the global packed




The packed representation allows the system to delay ambiguity resolu-
tion. Redundancy and semantic overlap in subsequent sentences should allow
Algorithm 2 to adjust the confidence in ambiguous alternatives given more
context.
We first wanted to evaluate our hypothesis that Algorithm 2 can im-
prove the interpretation accuracy when the system is given a handful of re-
dundant texts. To do this, we manually generated a set of ten redundant
texts 4 by having volunteers rewrite a short, tutorial text, using Amazon Turk
(http://mturk.com) 5. The volunteers had no knowledge of the purpose of
the task, and were asked simply to rewrite the text using “different” language.
The original text and one volunteer’s rewrite is shown in the following:
Original Text Hearts pump blood through the body. Blood carries
oxygen to organs throughout the body. Blood leaves the heart, then
goes to the lungs where it is oxygenated. The oxygen given to the
blood by the lungs is then burned by organs throughout the body.
Eventually the blood returns to the heart, depleted of oxygen.
Paraphrase The heart begins to pump blood into the body. The
blood first travels to the lungs, where it picks up oxygen. The blood
4The ten texts are presented in Appendix A.
5In practice, we envision a system whose task is to develop a model of a particular
topic by interpreting multiple tutorial texts on the topic. Such a system might be given
a clustered set of documents on the topic. Alternatively, given a single tutorial text on a
topic, a system could perform its own information retrieval to collect a small corpus of texts
with some confidence in their semantic overlap.
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will then be deposited into the organs, which burn the oxygen. The
blood will then return to the heart, where it will be lacking oxygen,
and start over again.
The total number of sentences over the ten texts was 37. Average
sentence length was 14.5 words.
Evaluation Procedure
We ran two systems over the ten texts. The baseline system commits to
the highest scoring consistent interpretation after each sentence. Ally produces
an ambiguity-preserving packed representation. As Ally reads each sentence,
it uses Algorithm 2 to merge the packed representation of the sentence with
that of the previous sentences. After N sentences (varying N from 1 to 37),
Ally is forced to commit to the highest scoring consistent interpretation from
the packed representation. For N=1 (Ally is forced to commit after reading the
first sentence), both the baseline and Ally produce the same result. For N=2,
the baseline system produces the union of the highest scoring interpretations
for each of the first two sentences in isolation. Ally produces a merged packed
representations for the first two sentences and then prunes to the highest
scoring alternatives.
At each value of N, we measured the correctness of the interpreta-
tions (the percentage of correct semantic triples) committed to by each system
by comparing the committed triples against human-generated gold standard
triples for the texts.
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baseline Ally
nodes with the correct type 76 % 91 %
edges with the correct relation 74 % 88 %
Table 4.1: Percentage of nodes and edges maintaining the correct types and
semantic relations in the baseline system and Ally for all 37 sentences.
We repeated the experiment ten times with different random orderings
of the 37 sentences, averaging the results.
Evaluation Result
Figure 4.7 shows that the quality of both type assignment and seman-
tic relation assignment by Ally increases as the system acquires more evidence
from other sentences. This result confirms our hypothesis that delaying com-
mitment to an interpretation resolves ambiguities better by avoiding overly
aggressive pruning.
To determine an upper bound of correctness for Ally, we inspected the
packed representations to see how many alternative sets within the packed
representations still contained the correct interpretation, even if it is not the
highest scoring alternative. This number is different from the correctness score
in Figure 4.7, which is the percentage of gold standard triples in the packed
representation after committing (pruning) to the highest scoring alternatives.
Table 4.1 shows that 91% of the nodes in the packed representation
contain the correct type (though not necessarily the highest scoring). 88% of
the edges contain the correct semantic relations among the alternatives. In
contrast, the baseline system has pruned away 24% of the correct types and
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Figure 4.7: Correctness scores for Ally vs. baseline system on (a) type triples (type
assignment task), (b) content triples (semantic relations assignment task) and (c)
all triples (with the bars representing standard deviation ). X-axis represents the
values of N (from 1 to 37) and Y-axis represents the ratio of the correct triples.
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26% of the correct semantic relations.
4.1.5 Experiment 2
Our second experiment aims to evaluate the claim that Ally can effi-
ciently manage a large number of alternative interpretations. The top line in
Figure 4.8 shows the number of triples in the packed representations input to
Ally. This is the total number of triples (including ambiguity alternatives)
in the packed representation for each sentence prior to invoking Algorithm 2.
The middle line is the number of triples remaining after merging and pruning
by Algorithm 2. The bottom line is the number of triples after pruning all but
the highest scoring alternatives (the baseline system). The results show that
Algorithm 2 achieves significant compression over unmerged packed represen-
tations. The resulting size of the merged packed representations more closely
tracks the size of the aggressively pruned representations.
4.1.6 Experiment 3
Finally, we wanted to measure the sensitivity of our approach to the
quality of natural language interpretation. In this experiment, we artificially
varied the confidence scores for the correct interpretations in the packed rep-
resentations input to Ally and the baseline system by a fixed percentage. For
example, consider a node heart-1 in a packed representation. Among the
candidate types is the correct sense for its context: Internal-Organ with
confidence 0.8. We reran Experiment 1 varying the confidence in Internal-
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triples in input PG representations
triples in the PG representation after merging
triples in the baseline system
Figure 4.8: Total number of triples in individual sentence packed representa-
tions (top); total number of triples in the packed representation after merging































Figure 4.9: Sensitivity of Ally and the baseline system to the quality of the
NL system output. The quality of the triples produced by the NL component
is perturbed, affecting performance accuracy of the two systems. For example,
when the quality of the NL output is perturbed to the level of 70% accuracy,
Ally achieves a higher accuracy, 80%, using Algorithm 2. The arrow indicates
unperturbed language interpreter performance.
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Organ in increments of both +10% and -10%, while scaling the confidences
in the incorrect types equally. As the confidence in correct interpretations is
increased, all correct interpretations become the highest scoring, so aggressive
pruning is justified and the baseline system performance approaches Ally’s
performance. As the confidence in correct interpretations is decreased, these
interpretations are more likely to be pruned by both systems.
Figure 4.9 shows that Algorithm 2 is able to recover at least some
correct interpretations even when their original scores (relative to incorrect
alternatives) is quite low.
4.1.7 Summary
We presented the packed representation to delay ambiguity resolution
beyond sentence and text boundaries. Improvements in the correctness of
semantic interpretation of sentences is possible without an explosion in size
when maintaining multiple interpretations. Finally, our experiment shows
that redundancy is useful information for resolving ambiguities in packed rep-
resentation.
4.2 Using OntoNotes
A semantically annotated corpus annotates texts with semantic infor-
mation such as word senses [69], semantic roles [111], and temporal/causal
relations [17]. These annotations could be useful for resolving the ambiguities
in the packed representation by providing statistics about semantic interpreta-
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tions for certain contexts. Moreover, the quality of the annotations is generally
good because they are built by linguistic experts manually.
For our study, we chose a corpus, OntoNotes [69], and evaluated its se-
mantic annotations – the word sense and semantic role annotations 6. We chose
OntoNotes for three reasons. First, its annotation quality is good, achieving
90% inter-annotator agreement. Second, it contains several types of seman-
tic annotations, thereby providing statistical information about relationship
among different semantic annotations. Finally, it is large enough to provide
sufficient data for an empirical study.
To evaluate the benefits of using OntoNotes, we built a prototype
system, Ally 7. Ally maintains multiple candidate interpretations using packed
representation, avoiding premature pruning. At the end of the pipeline, Ally
jointly resolves the remaining ambiguities with the word sense and semantic
relation annotations in OntoNotes to identify the best overall semantic repre-
sentation. This approach can improve the accuracy of semantic interpretation
by exploiting more information downstream, rather than imprudently resolv-
ing ambiguities upstream. Note that semantic resources, such as OntoNotes,
can almost never be used in upstream components (such as the parser), be-
cause the resources contain no syntactic information.
In our experiment, we compared Ally with a baseline system that also
6Because we wanted to use only a semantic knowledge resource, we did not use the
parsing annotations. For the remainder of this dissertation, when we refer to OntoNotes,
we are referring only to its word sense and semantic relation annotations.
7For convenience, we use the same name as the system introduced in Section 4.1.
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uses OntoNotes but is based on the traditional pipeline approach, committing
to interpretations after each step of the pipeline. Our experiment shows that
Ally produces more accurate semantic representations than the baseline system
because it delays ambiguity resolution using packed representation and resolves
the ambiguities jointly with OntoNotes.
In the following sections, we explain OntoNotes (Section 4.2.1) and
then present another packed representation scheme (Section 4.2.2). Then, we
present our prototype system, Ally, which uses OntoNotes to disambiguate
the packed representation (Section 4.2.3). Finally, we present the positive
experimental results to show that Ally outperforms the traditional pipeline
approach (Section 4.2.4 through 4.2.4).
4.2.1 OntoNotes
OntoNotes is a large-scale, multi-lingual corpus annotated with a va-
riety of information: parses, word senses, semantic roles, and co-references.
In our study, we use only word sense and semantic role annotations. One
advantage of OntoNotes is its high annotation quality – 90% inter-annotator
agreement. Three versions have been published, and we have used the second
version, OntoNotes 2.0 8 in our study. OntoNotes 2.0 comprises various genres
of text such as news, conversational telephone, webblogs, use net, broadcast,
talk shows from 300K of the Penn Treebank 2 Wall Street Journal corpus, and
200K from the TDT4 corpus.
8In this dissertation, OntoNotes refers to OntoNotes 2.0.
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Sentence : The plant and another next door changed the face of Postvilles. (from abc0001)




// semantic role annotation
6 gold change-v change.01 ----- 0:2-ARG0 6:0-rel 7:2-ARG1
Figure 4.10: Example of the word sense and semantic role annotations in
OntoNotes. The sense annotation, 1 plant-n 1, represents that plant (index:
1) is a noun (plant-n) and that its sense choice is the first sense. The semantic
role annotation (last line) represents that change (index: 6) is a verb (change-
v), maps to the frame, change.01, and has two roles: ARG0 (“The plant
and another next door”) and ARG1(“the face of Postvilles”). 0:2 represents
the word span covered by a non-terminal in the constituency parse tree – the
grandfather (indicated by 2) of the first word (indicated by 0).
The word sense inventory in OntoNotes contains sense information for
approximately 1,474 words, which are nouns and verbs frequently used. Sense
distinction in OntoNotes is more coarse-grained than WordNet [103] to im-
prove the inter-annotator agreement. For semantic role anntation, OntoNotes
uses 3,656 frames and their semantic roles from Propbank [111]. Figure 4.10
shows an example of the word sense and semantic role annotation. For more
information about OntoNotes, see [69].
4.2.2 Packed Representation
Our second packed representation differs from the previous version
(Figure 4.4) primarily in that it aims to represent the derivation processes
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compactly – the derivation trees in (b) in Figure 4.1 – whereas the previous
version compresses the semantic representations resulting from the derivation
processes. Because of this difference, the new version can represent the con-
straints in more fine-grained ways, but may be less compact. One advantage
of this representation is that it incorporates the representations of the parsing
ambiguities automatically produced (whereas the previous version relies on
manual encoding to represent them).
Figure 4.11 shows an example of this packed representation for the
interpretation of the sentence, S1: “The man saw the boy with his glasses”.
It consists of two parts, the base representation and the constraints. The
base representation is a graphical representation with two types of semantic
information – word senses (in the nodes) and semantic relations between pairs
of words (in the edges). A variable is introduced to represent an ambiguous
interpretation. For example, the variable T1 represents that the system has
not yet committed to a specific word sense for glasses.
As in the previous version, there are two types of constraints, ambiguity
constraints and relationship constraints. The ambiguity constraints enumerate
the possible candidates for each variable, and the relationship constraints de-
scribe the relationship among the candidates. We first explain the ambiguity
constraints.
1. Parsing ambiguity: This constraint describes parsing ambiguities. For
example, (PARSEXOR with (p1 .6) (p2 .4)) describes the ambiguity of
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Figure 4.11: A packed representation
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attaching the with prepositional phrase. p1 and p2 denotes the attach-
ment to saw (with score .6) and boy (with score .4) respectively 9
2. Word sense ambiguity: This constraint describes ambiguities when
assigning a word sense. For example, (TYPEXOR T1 (glasses#n#1 10
.6) (glass#n#1 .4)) represents that the word sense for glasses can be
glasses#n#1 (with the score .6) or glass#n#1(with the score .4), but
not both. Unlike the previous version, we use the word senses rather
than the semantic types.
3. Semantic relation ambiguity: This constraint describes ambiguities
in assigning a semantic relation. For example, (RELXOR R1 (instru-
ment) (object) (null)) represents that three candidates are maintained
for the semantic relation between saw and glasses: instrument, object
and null (no relation). This example does not include numerical scores
but instead uses a DRV constraint to describe how the scores can be
calculated from the other constraints.
4. Co-reference ambiguity: This constraint describes ambiguities when
assigning a co-reference link. For example, (COREF his-7 (man-2 .7)
(boy-5 .3)) represents that his may refer to man (with score .7) or boy
(with score .3) .
9p1 and p2 (called PIDs, as explained in Section 4.2.3.1) indicate a set of dependency
triples, {(saw-3 prep with glasses-8)} and {(boy-5 prep with glasses-8)}, respectively.
10<lemma>#<part-of-speech>#<sense number>
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The relationship constraints describe the relationship between different
ambiguities.
5. Dependency in parsing: This constraint describes the dependency
between two parse fragments. For example, (PARSEDEP p1 p3) rep-
resents that the triples denoted by p1 depend on the ones denoted by
p3. Therefore, if any dependency triple in p3 turns out to be false, the
triples in p1 should be discarded, too.
6. Derivation: This constraint describes how the candidates and their
scores are derived from the interpretations made upstream. For example,
the DRV constraint in Figure 4.11 represents that the candidates and
their scores for R1 are derived based on the decision between p1 and
p2 (the first PARSEXOR constraint) and the assignment in T1. Each
row describes the scores of the candidate relations when the upstream
components make a different choice. For example, the first row indicates
that the scores of instrument, agent and null in R1 are .6, .4 and 0
respectively when p1 is chosen and T1 is glasses#n#1.
4.2.3 Ally: A Prototype Language Interpreter
Ally interprets English texts using standard components arranged in
a conventional pipeline (Figure 4.12). However, unlike traditional pipeline
systems, the components in Ally produce packed representations of a set of
possible interpretations, instead of committing to a single one.
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Figure 4.12: The architecture of Ally
Given an English sentence, Ally first uses the Stanford Parser [79] to
produce the top n parses. Ally compresses the parses into a single repre-
sentation called the syntactic packed representation. Then, Ally’s semantic
interpreter infers semantic information, word senses and semantic relations, to
produce the semantic packed representation. Ally maintains multiple candi-
dates for ambiguous word senses and semantic relations. Finally, Ally resolves
ambiguities jointly to select the overall best interpretation. This joint resolu-
tion step also uses additional knowledge from OntoNotes (the word sense and
semantic relation annotations). The final output is a semantic representation
in which word senses and semantic relations are grounded in the sense and
relation inventory of OntoNotes.
4.2.3.1 Producing syntactic packed representation
For each sentence in a text, Ally uses the Stanford Parser to produce the
top 40 parses (P1, P2, ..., P40) and then packs them into a syntactic packed
representation (see Figure 4.14). This representation has the same structure
as the semantic packed representation (see Figure 4.11), except that it uses
dependency relations and only two constraints, PARSEXOR and PARSEDEP.
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(saw-3 nsubj man-2) (saw-3 nsubj man-2) (saw-3 nsubj man-2)
(saw-3 dobj boy-5) (saw-3 dobj boy-5) (saw-3 dobj boy-5)
(saw-3 prep with glasses-8) (boy-5 prep with glasses-8) (saw-3 dep glasses-8)
(glasses-8 POS NN) (glasses-8 POS NN) (glasses-8 POS NNP)
P1 P2 P3
Figure 4.13: Three candidate parses. To save space, some triples common to
all three parses are omitted. The bold font indicates the differences among
the parses.
Figure 4.14: Syntactic packed representation for S1
We describe the packing algorithm step-by-step, showing how the three
candidate parses shown in Figure 4.13 are packed to produce the syntactic
packed representation shown in Figure 4.14. The packing algorithm can be
applied to any dependency parser that generates multiple candidate parses.
Step 1: Tag the triples with parse IDs.
Tag each triple with the IDs of the parses in which it occurs, as shown
in Figure 4.15. For example, (glasses-8 POS NN) is tagged with {P1, P2}
because it appears in two candidate parses, P1 and P2. We will call this tag
a PID.
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(saw-3 nsubj man-2) {P1, P2, P3}
(saw-3 dobj boy-5) {P1, P2, P3}
(saw-3 prep with glasses-8) {P1}
(glasses-8 POS NN) {P1, P2}
(boy-5 prep with glasses-8) {P2}
(saw-5 dep glasses-8) {P3}
(glasses-8 POS NNP) {P3}
Figure 4.15: The result of step1
{P1, P2, P3} ::= (saw-3 nsubj man-2)
(saw-3 dobj boy-5)
{P1, P2} ::= (glasses-8 POS NN)
{P1} ::= (saw-3 prep with glasses-8)
{P2} ::= (boy-5 prep with glasses-8)
{P3} ::= (saw-3 dep glasses-8)
(glasses-8 POS NNP)
Figure 4.16: The result of step2
Step 2: Group together the triples with the same PID.
Figure 4.16 shows the result of this step.
The next two steps generate the PARSEDEP and PARSEXOR con-
straints.
Step 3.1: Produce PARSEDEP constraints.
For every pair of PIDs, A and B, generate the constraint (PARSEDEP
A B) if A is a proper subset of B. For example, Ally generates (PARSEDEP
{P1} {P1, P2}) because {P1} is a proper subset of {P1, P2}. The PID that
corresponds to the universe set ({P1, P2, P3}, in our example) is ignored.
The purpose of this step is to create the PARSEDEP constraints (de-
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pendency between two parse fragments) that may later be used to prune can-
didate parses. (PARSEDEP {P1} {P1, P2}), for example, represents that the
existence of the triples defined by {P1} (i.e. (saw-3 prep with glasses-8)) de-
pends on the validity of the triples defined by {P1, P2} (i.e. (glasses-8 POS
NN)). Therefore, if Ally later finds that the part-of-speech of glasses-8 is not
NN (i.e., P1 and P2 are incorrect), it can also discard (saw-3 prep with glasses-
8). The following shows the result of this step, when applied to the PIDs in
Figure 4.16.
(PARSEDEP {P1} {P1, P2})
(PARSEDEP {P2} {P1, P2})
Step 3.2: Produce PARSEXOR constraints.
For every pair of PIDs, A and B, generate the constraint (DISJOINT
A B) if A and B are disjoint. (DISJOINT A1 A2 ... An) means that if Ai
is found to be true, the others should be false. Notice a difference between
DISJOINT and PARSEXOR. PARSEXOR further asserts the converse of the
implication: if and only if Ai is found to be true, the others should be false.




(DISJOINT {P1, P2} {P3})
The algorithm then combines DISJOINT constraints to produce a PAR-
SEXOR constraint. First, it identifies a maximal DISJOINT set, in which
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all the PIDs are in DISJOINT relationships to one another. For example,
(DISJOINT {P1},{P2}, {P3}) is created because {P1},{P2}, {P3} are in a
DISJOINT relation with one another.
(DISJOINT {P1},{P2}, {P3})
(DISJOINT {P1, P2},{P3})
Then, the algorithm converts each DISJOINT constraint into a PAR-
SEXOR constraint in the following way. If the union of the PIDs in the
DISJOINT constraint equals the universe set, the predicate name is simply
changed from DISJOINT to PARSEXOR. This is because the union (the uni-
verse set) is assumed to contain the correct parse and therefore a PID should
be true if the others are found to be incorrect.
If the union of the PIDs in the DISJOINT constraint is a proper subset
of the universe set, the correct parse may be out of the union, and therefore
a PID cannot be confirmed, even though the others are found to be incorrect.
To represent it, the algorithm changes the predicate name from DISJOINT to
PARSEXOR and also inserts φ as one of its arguments to denote that a PID
may not be true even though all the others are false. The result of this step is
PARSEXOR({P1},{P2}, {P3})
PARSEXOR({P1, P2},{P3})
Step 4: Replacing PID with a unique id.
Figure 4.14 shows the result of this step. It shows four PIDs – p1, p2,
p3 and p4 – that correspond to {P1}, {P2}, {P3}, {P1, P2} respectively.
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4.2.3.2 Assigning word senses and semantic relations
In this step, Ally produces a semantic packed representation from a
syntactic one. For each word (in the nodes of the syntactic packed representa-
tion), Ally ranks the candidate senses using SenseRelate [112]. If a candidate’s
score is much lower than the top score (less than 1/3 of the top score), Ally
discards that sense. If multiple candidate senses are still left, Ally creates a
TYPEXOR constraint. Because SenseRelate outputs WordNet [103] senses,
Ally converts them into OntoNotes-based senses using the mappings provided
by OntoNotes.
To convert a dependency relation into an OntoNotes semantic relation,
we built a semantic-relation labeler by training a Bayesian network [19] on
the first 30% of the documents in each section of OntoNotes. We used the
following features: lemma, part-of-speech, word senses of the head node and
the tail node, and the dependency label. The training accuracy in ten fold
cross-validation was 75%.
Because the resulting semantic relation depends on the senses of the
head node and tail node and the existence of the dependency triple, the labeler
produces the candidate semantic relations (along with their scores) for all
possible combinations and then creates a DRV constraint.
We did not produce co-reference links.
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4.2.3.3 Knowledge integration
After producing the semantic packed representation, Ally resolves the
ambiguities in the representation with the sense and semantic relation an-
notations of OntoNotes and a joint-inference method. The system first uses
heuristics to resolve some of the ambiguities with OntoNotes, if they can be
reliably resolved. The remaining ambiguities are then jointly resolved based
on the decisions made by OntoNotes and the constraints in the packed repre-
sentation.
Heuristics for using OntoNotes
Ally applies simple heuristics to evaluate each candidate interpreta-
tion using OntoNotes 11. The heuristics measure the frequency of the candi-
date interpretation in OntoNotes for a similar context. For a candidate word
sense S of the word in a node, Ally first extracted from the packed repre-
sentation the semantic triples containing S. A semantic triple is (word sense
in the head node, semantic relation, word sense in the tail node). For ex-
ample, for the glasses#n#1 candidate in T1, the extracted semantic triples
are (saw[see#v#1] instrument glasses[glasses#n#1]), (saw[see#v#1] object
glasses[glasses#n#1], ..., (his[his#prn] possesses glasses[glasses#n#1]). Then,
Ally simply counted their occurrences in OntoNotes. If the count for one in-
terpretation is much higher (3x) than the count for the others, it was selected.
11There could be more sophisticated methods for using annotated corpus (e.g., [42]), but
the simple heuristics sufficed for our purpose because our focus was on delay of ambiguity
resolution not on efficient use of the corpus.
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Otherwise, the decision was delayed until the joint inference step (which will
be explained next).
Similarly, for a candidate semantic relation R in an edge, Ally extracts
the semantic triples containing R from the packed representation and then
counts their occurrences in OntoNotes. If one candidate relation’s count is
much higher than the others, it is selected. Otherwise, the decision is made
by the joint inference step.
Joint inference
After OntoNotes resolves some ambiguities, these new decisions are
used as evidence for the system to resolve the remaining ambiguities. In this
step, the system jointly resolves the remaining ambiguities through the con-
straints of the packed representation.
For this task, we use Alchemy, a probabilistic inference engine 12 based
on Markov Logic Networks [124]. Ally translates the constraints of the packed
representation into Alchemy statements. Then, it performs Maximum A Pos-
terior (MAP) inference to choose the interpretations that maximize the overall
posteriori probability, given the interpretations selected by OntoNotes as ob-





This evaluation measures the contribution of using the packed repre-
sentation to use OntoNotes. We compare the performance of Ally against
two baseline systems that commit to an interpretation at each step of the
pipeline. The performance metric is accuracy of word sense disambiguation
and semantic relation assignment.
Baseline systems
Baseline1 uses the same components as Ally but commits to the highest-
scored interpretation at each step. It does not use OntoNotes or the joint
inference method.
Baseline2 is same as Baseline1 except that it uses OntoNotes in each
component. For fair comparison, Baseline2 uses OntoNotes in the same man-
ner as Ally. The following list describes how each component in Baseline2
benefits from OntoNotes.
• Parsing OntoNotes is not used in this step because there is no straight-
forward way to correct a wrong parse using semantic annotations. One
advantage of delaying ambiguity resolution is that Ally, unlike Baseline2,
can use OntoNotes later in the pipeline to select among the alternate
parses that are maintained in the packed representation.
• Word sense disambiguation For a candidate sense S of a word, Base-
line2 extracts the dependency triples that contain the word. Then, Base-
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line2 counts the triples in OntoNotes that can be aligned with any of the
dependency triples. To be aligned, the head and the tail lemmas must
be the same and the sense of either the head or the tail word must be
S. As with Ally, if the count for one candidate interpretation is much
higher than the others, it is chosen. Otherwise, the choice by SenseRelate
remains unchanged.
• Semantic relation assignment For a candidate relation R, Baseline2
counts the occurrences of the triple, <the sense in the head node, R,
the sense in the tail node>, in OntoNotes. If the count for one candidate
relation is much higher than the others, it is chosen. Otherwise, the choice
by the semantic relation labeler remains unchanged.
Experimental setup
The test documents were texts 33 ∼ 60 in the ABC section of OntoNotes,
excluding a few sentences that failed to parse. They contain 405 sentences with
an average length 16.9 words. The annotations in the remaining documents
(except the ones used in the training of the semantic relation labeler) were used
as the knowledge resource in the joint inference step. The three systems each
produced semantic representations for the sentences in the test documents.
We measured the accuracy of word sense disambiguation (WSD) and
semantic relation assignment (SR) by comparing the semantic representations
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Baseline1 Baseline2 Ally
WSD .37 (304/787) .46 (364/787) .51 (402/787)
SR .41 (568/1398) .44 (615/1398) .48 (674/1398)
Table 4.2: Evaluation Result
with the OntoNotes gold standard annotations:
WSD accuracy =
total number of word senses correctly identified
total number of word senses tested
SR accuracy =
total number of relations correctly identified
total number of relations tested
We tested 787 word senses and 1398 semantic relations.
Experiment result
Ally outperformed the two baseline systems in both WSD and SR. See
Table 4.2 13.
Two factors contributed to Ally’s success. First, because Baseline2 out-
performed Baseline1, we conclude that the use of OntoNotes to select among
competing interpretations was useful, especially for WSD. Second, because
Ally outperformed Baseline2, we conclude that the use of the packed repre-
sentation to delay ambiguity resolution was useful, both for WSD and SR.
13State-of-the-art methods for using OntoNotes achieve the accuracy of 89.1% for word-
sense disambiguation [155] and the F-score of 86.02% for semantic role labeling [30]. These
method use more sophisticated machine learning models (support vector machine, maximum
entropy classifier) with more linguistic features beyond simply counting frequencies. It is
our future research to investigate whether the improvement in the interpretation accuracy






Table 4.3: The upper bounds on Ally’s performance. The ratio of the nodes
containing the correct type (WSD) and the edges containing the correct rela-
tion (SR) in the packed representation
There is considerable opportunity to further improve WSD and SR in
Ally. We measured the upper-bounds on Ally’s accuracy for these tasks by
counting the number of times that the correct interpretation is in the packed
representation, even if Ally does not select it. See Table 4.3. Ally’s use of
the packed representation almost doubles the chance of preserving the correct
interpretation, as compared with Baseline2 (the second column in Table 4.2).
Further research on more sophisticated methods of using OntoNotes, and other
semantic resources, is warranted.
Finally, Ally’s heuristics for using OntoNotes (as described in Sec-
tion 4.2.3.3) – even though they are simple – were effective. They achieved an
accuracy of 89.7% for word senses and 74.6% for semantic relations when mea-
sured for cases in which the interpretations are committed to by OntoNotes.
4.2.5 Experiment 2
We also wanted to evaluate our parse packing algorithm described in
Section 4.2.3.1.
First, we measured the degree of compression achieved by the algo-
rithm. For the first 90 sentences from the Brown Corpus [81], we generated
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Figure 4.17: Compression ratio as the number of the alternative parses varies
the top k alternative parses using the Stanford Parser (varying k in 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, and 128). Then, we calculated the compression ratio by dividing
the size of a syntactic packed representation (number of dependency triples +
number of PIDs + number of constraints) by the total size of the alternative
parses (total number of triples in all candidate parses). Figure 4.17 shows the
result of this calculation: the compression ratio nears 25% as the number of
alternative parses increases.
We also evaluated the benefits of the constraints in the syntactic packed
representation. One advantage of the constraints is that they can inform the
system of which triples should be validated to find the correct parse, without
having to check all alternative parses individually. Specifically, the ambiguity
constraints (PARSEXOR) provide information about which triples are mutu-
ally exclusive, and the relationship constraints (PARSEDEP) allow the system
to confirm/reject triples when one of them changes.
To measure this benefit, we calculated the number of triples the system
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Figure 4.18: Compression ratio
should validate in order to locate the correct parse. To do this, we simply
counted the number of dependency triples defined by the PIDs (which would
overestimate the actual number of the triples that should be validated) and
then calculated the ratio of the number of those triples to the total number of
dependency triples in all candidate parses.
The result, shown in Figure 4.18, is that only 2 - 7% of the dependency
triples in the candidate parses are referenced by the constraints, indicating
that only a small number of dependency triples need to be validated to locate
the correct parse, and that the differences among the top k alternative parses
are minimal.
4.2.6 Summary
Our experiment shows the benefit of using OntoNotes for resolving the
ambiguities in the packed representation. Our prototype system used only one
type of evidence from one semantic resource, which suggests that using more
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evidence might further improve interpretation accuracy.
4.3 Using Prismatic
External knowledge resources could be useful for ambiguity resolution.
One type of knowledge resource gaining much attention recently is the one
automatically constructed with information extracted from texts (e.g., tax-
onomic information [132], causal/temporal information [32], scripts [27], and
syntactic information [48]). The quality of this type of knowledge resource may
not be as good as the hand-crafted ones, but they provide broad coverage and
can be built rapidly. To our knowledge, their impact on text understanding
has not been evaluated thoroughly.
In this section, we present our evaluation of a knowledge resource in this
category, Prismatic [48], as the source of information for resolving ambiguities
in the packed representation. Prismatic is a large-scale knowledge resource
that contains statistical information about syntactic relationships among the
words. It also contains a shallow level of semantic information such as semantic
types (e.g., Person, Country, Date, etc.).
Similar to the method in Section 4.2, which uses OntoNotes for am-
biguity resolution, we measure the extent to which Prismatic supports each
candidate interpretation in the packed representation. The information is then
incorporated when the overall best semantic representation is selected at the
end of the pipeline. Our preliminary evaluation, however, shows that the im-
provement is not significant – our method improves the performance of type
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assignment but degrades the performance of semantic relation assignment.
Based on the analysis of the evaluation result, we present our future work to
improve Prismatic.
This section is organized as follows. Section 4.3.1 introduces Prismatic,
and Section 4.3.2 presents our approach for using Prismatic to disambiguate
the packed representation. Section 4.3.3 presents our preliminary experimental
results, and Section 4.3.4 presents our future work to improve Prismatic.
4.3.1 Prismatic
Prismatic is a large-scale knowledge resource automatically created
from large corpora (30G), including Wikipedia, the NY Times, and Web doc-
uments. The primary units in Prismatic are Prismatic Frames, the snippets
from the parse trees (see Figure 4.20 for the example frames). Prismatic also
provides a shallow level of semantics by including semantic types for named
entities. For example, in Figure 4.20, (b) represents that Person is often a
syntactic subject of Receive, and (c) represents that Date is often the object
of the preposition “in” when the verb is Receive. Each Prismatic Frame is
associated with a count, which indicates the frequency of the occurrences of
the frame in the corpora, thereby indicating how prevalent the frame is.
We explain how Prismatic Frames are generated with the following
example sentence: “In 1921, Einstein received the Nobel Prize for his original
work on the photoelectric effect”. First,the sentence is parsed by the ESG
parser [100] as shown in Figure 4.19. Then, the patterns (called frame cuts)
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Figure 4.19: Parse tree produced by the ESG parser [100] for “In 1921, Ein-
stein received the Nobel Prize for his original work on the photoelectric effect”.
are applied to the parse tree to extract Prismatic Frames. For example, (a) and
(c) in Figure 4.20 show the frames produced by applying the S-V-O and S-V-
P-O pattern to the parse tree in Figure 4.19, respectively (S - subject, V - verb,
O - object, IO - indirect object, P - preposition). The following frame cuts are
primarily used: S-V-O, S-V-O-IO, and S-V-P-O. Some Prismatic Frames are
produced by replacing named entities with the semantic types assigned by a
named-entity tagger. For example, (b) in Figure 4.20 is produced by replacing
Einstein in (a) with its semantic type, Person.
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Figure 4.20: Prismatic Frames that are produced from the parse tree in Fig-
ure 4.19. (a) is produced by applying S-V-O to the parse tree. (b) is produced
by replacing Einstein in (a) with Person. (c) is produced by applying S-V-
P-O to the parse tree.
4.3.2 Our Approach
We use the packed representation (see Section 4.2.2) with the semantic
types and semantic relations defined in the Component Library, instead of
using OntoNotes.
We addressed two challenges in order to use Prismatic in the disam-
biguation of the packed representation. First, the scoring functions were for-
mulated to evaluate the candidate interpretations (candidate parse fragments,
candidate word senses, and candidate semantic relations) based on Prismatic.
One difficulty of formulating the scoring functions is the discrepancy in the rep-
resentation language between Prismatic and our packed representation. Pris-
matic uses the grammatical relations from the ESG Parser [100], whereas our
packed representation uses the representations from two sources, the Stanford
Parser’s grammatical relations [96] and the Component Library’s semantic
types and semantic relations [11]. Sections 4.3.2.1 ∼ 4.3.2.3 introduce our
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scoring functions, explaining how the discrepancy in the representational lan-
guage is resolved.
The second challenge of using Prismatic in the disambiguation of the
packed representation is jointly combining multiple scores (i.e., Prismatic scores
and the scores already assigned by our text interpretation system, Ally) to ex-
tract the overall best representation from the packed representation. Section
4.3.2.4 describes our machine-learning-based approach to address this chal-
lenge.
4.3.2.1 Scoring candidate parse fragments
For each candidate dependency triple (e.g., (saw-3 prep with glasses-
8) in Figure 4.11), we measure the conditional probability of assigning the
dependency relation given two words in arg1 and arg3.
Score([head, rel, tail]) = P ([head, rel, tail]|[head, ∗, tail])
= P ([head, rel, tail)/P ([head, ∗, tail])
= C([head, rel, tail])/C([head, ∗, tail])
C(X) means the frequency count of the Prismatic frames containing the
dependency triple, X. We resolve the discrepancy of the grammatical relations
between the Stanford Parser and the ESG parser by manually mapping them.
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4.3.2.2 Scoring candidate semantic types
As in most word sense disambiguation methods, we also measure the
extent to which each candidate type is related to the context words (surround-
ing texts). Our method first acquires the words closely related to the candidate
type and then measures the relatedness between those words and the context
words using Prismatic. The extended list of the related words, rather than a
single candidate type, is used to improve “hits” in Prismatic.
We illustrate our scoring method with an example of scoring the can-
didate semantic type, Device, for the word “starter” in the sentence, “Drew
Bledsoe replaced injured starter Tom Brady”.
Step 1: Gather the words closely related to the candidate type.
In our implementation, we use the synonyms from the WordNet synset
associated with the candidate type 14. For example, the first sense of starter,
starter#n#1, from which Device is derived, has three synonyms – starter motor,
starting motor and electric motor – and these words are used as the words re-
lated to Device.
Step 2: Set the context words to be the words that are directly
related to the target word in the dependency parse tree.
14These synsets are associated with the candidate type through the ComponentLibrary-
to-WordNet mappings provided by Component Library. Section 4.1.3.2 explains this process
in detail.
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In our example, the context words are injured and Tom Brady, which
directly modify starter.
Step 3: Calculate the relatedness scores for all possible pairs be-
tween the words acquired from Step 1 and the context words. Then,
average the scores.
Relatedness(w1, w2) is defined as (w1 and w2 are words)
weight(w1, w2) ∗ total count of Prismatic frames containing w1 and w2
weight(w1, w2) is an adjusting factor to rule out the cases in which w1
or w2 may be used as a different word sense in the returned Prismatic Frames.
For example, the sense of injure in the example sentence means causing bodily
harm (the first WordNet sense), whereas a retrieved Prismatic Frame may
contain the word used as a different sense, meaning causing emotional damage
(the second WordNet sense). weight(w1, w2) is simply defined as 15:
1
number of senses for w1 * number of senses for w2
4.3.2.3 Scoring candidate semantic relations
To bridge the gap between the syntactic (Prismatic) and the semantic
relations (Component Library), we use our text interpretation system, Ally,
to convert the Prismatic relations into the Component Library relations.
15This simple formula treats the individual word senses equally. A more accurate method
may consider the frequency of the senses.
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First, we gather all Prismatic frames that contain the words in arg1
and arg3. For example, for the candidate semantic relation (ignite instrument
spark-plug), Prismatic may return the following Prismatic Frames: (verb=[ignite]
subj=[spark-plug]), (verb=[ignite] prep=[with] prep obj=[spark-plug]), etc.
Then, a Prismatic Frames is classified as an applicable frame if one of
its syntactic relations can be converted into the candidate semantic relation.
Specifically, the ESG grammatical relation in the Prismatic Frame is converted
into a corresponding Stanford Parser’s grammatical relation, which is, in turn,
converted into a Component Library relation by the semantic interpretation
rules explained in Section 3.1.1.2. The score is then calculated in the following
way:
total counts of applicable frames
total counts of all frames containing arg1 and arg2
4.3.2.4 Extracting the overall best semantic representation
Our approach uses a greedy method to extract the overall best seman-
tic representations from the packed representation. First, we enumerate the
semantic triples (arg1 type, semantic relation, arg2 type) from the packed rep-
resentation and then score them using a scoring function (explained below).
For example, the semantic triples for the packed representation shown in Fig-
ure 4.4 are (ignite-3a[Burn] instrument spark-plug-8a[Living-Entity]), (ignite-
3a[Burn] instrument spark-plug-8a[Device]), ..., (its-7a[it#prn] has-part spark-
plug-8a[Living-Entity]). Then, the highest-scored triple is selected, and the
ones incompatible with the selected triple are discarded. For example, if
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(ignite-3a[Burn] instrument spark-plug-8a[Living-Entity]) is selected, (ignite-
3a[Burn] instrument spark-plug-8a[Device]) is discarded because spark-plug-8a
should have only one semantic type. This process is repeated until no triples
remain.
The scoring function is learned from a logistic regression model [60]
with the training examples, which are pairs of the semantic triples and their
class. The class is positive if all three elements in the semantic triple are cor-
rect; otherwise, the class is negative. The number of semantic triples used in
training is 21,000. The features used are:
From Ally
1. Type score for the head node by SenseRelate
2. Type ranking for the head node by SenseRelate
3. Type score for the tail node by SenseRelate
4. Type ranking for the tail node by SenseRelate
5. Semantic relation score by Ally
From Prismatic
1. Parse score by Prismatic
2. Type score for the head node by Prismatic
3. Type ranking for the head node by Prismatic
4. Type score for the tail node by Prismatic
5. Type ranking for the tail node by Prismatic
6. Semantic relation score by Prismatic
4.3.3 Experiment
To evaluate the benefit of using Prismatic in the disambiguation of the
packed representation, we compared three systems. The baseline system imple-
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ments the traditional pipeline approach, which selects the highest-scored inter-
pretations at each step. The two other systems are based on the packed repre-
sentation to delay ambiguity resolution and then use the method explained in
Section 4.3.2.4 to select the overall best semantic representations. The systems
differ only in the features of the scoring function. The second system(Ally)
uses only the features from Ally, while the third system (Ally+Prism) uses all
features.
We collected eight news articles about NFL games which consist of 115
sentences in total, and then manually formulated their gold standard semantic
representations (GS rep). We used five documents (71 sentences) for training
and three documents (26 sentences) for testing.
We used the following metrics to measure the quality of the semantic
representations produced by the three systems:
TypePrecision =
number of the correct types
number of words considered by the system
TypeRecall =
number of words in GS rep whose type is correctly predicted
number of words in GS rep
RelPrecision =
number of the correct semantic relations
number of relations considered by the system
RelRecall =
number of semantic relations in GS rep correctly predicted
number of semantic relations in GS rep
4.3.4 Discussion
Table 4.4 shows the result; first, Ally outperforms the baseline overall
(except for the recall in semantic relation assignment), indicating that jointly
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resolving the ambiguities could be beneficial even without an external knowl-
edge resource. Second, Prismatic’s contribution (Ally+Prism) is partially ben-
eficial, improving only the performance of semantic relation assignment but
degrading the performance of type assignment.
We hypothesize that a primary reason for Prismatic’s minimal contri-
bution may stem from Prismatic’s lack of semantic information. For example,
we introduced the weight function in the candidate type scoring formula (Sec-
tion 4.3.2.2) to rule out the Prismatic Frames that contain the input words
used as a different sense. This weight function might over-penalize a highly
polysemous words (a word with many word senses) by taking the number of
the senses in the denominator. If Prismatic frames contain the word sense
information, the correct Prismatic frames might be more accurately retrieved
without relying on the weight function.
To address this problem, we are developing an algorithm to include
more semantic information in Prismatic. Figure 4.21 shows an example of the
Prismatic Frame about rush (in the football game) produced by our algorithm.
This frame contains semantic information such as rush is a kind of Move and
the objective of rush is to score a touchdown. This semantic information would
be more suitable for resolving semantic ambiguities.
We explain our algorithm step-by-step, with an example of building a
frame about the lexeme, “rush”.
Step 1. Gather sentences containing the target lexeme.
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Type Precision Type Recall
Correct# Total# Ratio Correct# Total# Ratio
Base 227 272 83.45% 227 275 82.54%
Ally 227 270 84.07% 227 275 82.54%
Ally+Prism 219 268 81.71% 219 275 79.63
Relation Precision Relation Recall
Correct# Total# Ratio Correct# Total# Ratio
Base 71 135 52.59% 71 148 47.97%
Ally 69 125 54.40% 68 148 45.94%
Ally+Prism 74 124 59.67% 74 148 50.00
Table 4.4: Precision and recall for type assignment and semantic relation as-
signment. The baseline system is based on the traditional pipeline approach.
Ally delays resolving ambiguities to jointly resolve them at the last step.
Ally+Prism uses Prismatic for disambiguating the packed representation.
Figure 4.21: Semantic frame about “rush (in the football game)”
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The following shows the example sentences, containing the lexeme “rush”,
drawn from the news articles about NFL games.
S1: William Floyd rushed for three touchdowns, moving the 49ers one
victory from the Super Bowl.
S2: San Diego’s Natrone Means rushed 24 times for 139 yards, includ-
ing a 24-yard touchdown run in the third quarter.
Step 2. Generate Prismatic Frames by applying frame cuts.
This step produces Prismatic Frames by applying frame cuts to the
parse trees of the sentences acquired from Step 1. For S1 and S2, this step
produces the following:
Step 3. Produce the packed representation for the Prismatic Frames.
This step converts the Prismatic Frames into the packed representation
using Ally, as shown below.
Step 4. Combine the packed representations to extract the overall
best representation.
All these packed representations represent parts of the same semantic
knowledge about the target lexeme. Therefore, if the same semantic repre-
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sentations appear redundantly across multiple packed representations, we can
hypothesize that these representations are likely to be more correct than non-
redundant ones. This observation is similar to the one used in Algorithm 2
(Section 4.1.2), which combines redundant sentences.
Similar to Algorithm 2, Step 4 identifies the redundant interpretations
across multiple packed representations and then combines them to increase
their confidence scores. For example, if we assume that T1 in S1 has a candi-
date type, Move, and that R1 has a candidate semantic relation, object, the
confidence scores of Move and object in (rush[Move] object Person) would be
increased because the triple appears in both representations. After all packed
representations are combined into a single representation, the overall best rep-
resentation is extracted as in Algorithm 2. Figure 4.21 shows the result of this
step.
4.3.5 Summary
Our evaluation shows that our initial approach to using Prismatic is
partially beneficial for disambiguating the packed representation. To further
improve Prismatic, we presented a future project that aims to add more se-
mantic information into Prismatic.
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4.4 Related Work
Several representation schemes have been proposed to compactly rep-
resent multiple candidate semantic representations. We discuss two types of
compact representations in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. In Section 4.4.3, we
present the work related to disambiguating the packed representation. Fi-
nally, in Section 4.4.4, we present the system architectures that attempt to
overcome the shortcoming of the traditional pipeline approach.
4.4.1 Packed Representation
The idea of succinctly representing multiple interpretations has been
explored by several researchers. For example, the Parc packed representa-
tion [98] [35] uses logical formulas to denote different choices of alternative
interpretations and treats the disambiguation task as the propositional sat-
isfiability problem. Core Language Engine [4] introduces two types of pack-
ing mechanisms. First, they propose a representation, called a quasi logical
form, that allows the underspecification of several types of information, such
as anaphora references, ellipsis, or semantic relations [5]. They also propose a
packed quasi logical form [4] to compactly represent the derivations of alter-
native quasi logical forms.
Our packed representation contrasts with their representations in sev-
eral ways. First, our representation is based on the graphical representation.
Even though the expressive power of the graphical representation is strictly
weaker than full first-order logic [98] (e.g., it is unable to represent negation),
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the graphical representation allows the system to employ more powerful rea-
soning schemes to disambiguate the packed representation (e.g., graph match-
ing in Section 4.1).
Second, our representation explicitly distinguishes different types of
(ambiguity) constraints, which allows the system to treat each constraint in
a customized way. Finally, our representation includes confidence scores to
represent the degree of confidence. It is non-trivial to include numerical scores
in the logical framework.
For some NLP tasks, such as parsing and machine translation, sev-
eral methods have been proposed to compactly maintain multiple candidates.
Parse Forest [140] compactly represents multiple candidate phrase-structured
parse trees. It is simply a representation of the chart used in the CFG parsing
algorithm. Hypergraph [78] generalizes several packed representation (e.g.,
packed forest structure). Such a structure has been widely used in various
applications, such as forest scoring for parsing [70] and the forest-based Sta-
tistical Machine Translation model [102].
4.4.2 Underspecified Representation
The previously mentioned representations and our packed representa-
tion have one feature in common: they represent a set of complete alter-
native interpretations of a text. Another class of compact representations,
called underspecification, has been extensively studied as a formal represen-
tation of ambiguous sentences. These representations include hole seman-
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tics [18], underspecified discourse representation semantics [123], minimal re-
cursion semantics [34], and dominance constraints [41]. Rather than packing
fully-represented candidate interpretations, these representations specify frag-
ments of interpretations, which are unambiguously interpreted, along with
constraints on the way the fragments are combined. Different combinations,
therefore, correspond to different interpretations. The underspecified repre-
sentations have generally been focusing on specific types of ambiguities, such
as scope ambiguity [18] [41] [34] or discourse relations [123] [122].
4.4.3 Disambiguating Packed Representations
Despite the extensive study of compact representations, the methods
to disambiguate them has been far less explored. Riezler et al. [125] and Ge-
man and Johnson [56] use a packed representation to train their parsers on
a training corpus and uses the learned statistics to disambiguate the packed
representations. Yeh et al. [150] use a hand-built knowledge base to resolve
word sense and semantic role ambiguities to disambiguate from a list of can-
didate interpretations. This dissertation presents other sources of information
– redundancy across multiple texts, a semantically annotated corpus, and an
automatically constructed knowledge resource.
4.4.4 System Architectures
Several architectures have been proposed to improve the pipeline ar-
chitecture. Sutton and McCallum [137] and Wellner et al. [145] maintain a
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beam of the n best interpretations in the pipeline architecture. However, their
pipeline is much shorter than ours, consisting of only two components. Finkel
et al. [53] use sampling over the distribution of alternative interpretations at
each stage of the pipeline and then passes the sampled data on to the next
component. As with our approach, the Parc packed representation [35] and
CLE [4] use the packed representation in the pipeline, though both, at some
stages, unpack them and re-pack the processed result.
Joint learning and inference have been studied to overcome the lim-
itations of the traditional pipeline approach. This approach generally uni-
fies two closely related tasks (e.g., WSD/SRL [101], parsing/SRL [121], pars-
ing/NER [52]) to learn the functional dependency between the candidate in-
terpretations in the two tasks.
4.5 Summary
Knowledge integration can improve text interpretation by exploiting
knowledge from a variety of information. One challenge in this approach is
delaying ambiguity resolution during NLP tasks so that knowledge integration
can perform it. To address this challenge, we developed the packed repre-
sentation to allow the system to efficiently maintain a myriad of candidate
interpretations. Then, knowledge integration commits to an interpretation at
the end of the pipeline by aggregating various sources of information. We
particularly explored three sources of evidence – redundancy across multiple
texts, OntoNotes (a semantically annotated corpus), and Prismatic (an au-
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tomatically built knowledge resource). For redundancy and OntoNotes, our
evaluation shows that knowledge integration can significantly improve the ac-




In this chapter, we discuss several directions of our future work on
knowledge integration. Sections 5.1 through 5.3 discuss the extensions to our
work presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Specifically, Section 5.1 discusses the
future work about flexible semantic matching; section 5.2 discusses the work
about using background knowledge bases for text understanding; section 5.3
discusses more sources of evidence for disambiguating the packed representa-
tion; and section 5.4 discusses other future work. Finally, Section 5.5 presents
several applications of knowledge integration and discusses the application-
oriented evaluation for machine reading.
5.1 Aligning Semantic Representations
In Section 2.3.3.1, we presented several cases in which the semantic
representations could differ even though they express the same content. To
resolve these mismatches, these cases require sophisticated methods, such as
our flexible matching (Chapter 3). We review each of these cases and present
how they could be addressed.
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5.1.1 Resolving Granularity Mismatch
In Section 3.2.1, we presented the domain-independent patterns for re-
solving granularity mismatches. One common case, which is not addressed in
this dissertation, is lexical-level granularity mismatch. To illustrate, consider
the sentence: “the blood is oxygenated”. The lexical item, oxygenation, repre-
sents two complex series of events: the movement of the oxygen from the air to
an object and the chemical combination of the oxygen and the object. When
these events are described, they should be properly aligned with oxygenation.
To resolve lexical-level granularity differences, the system has to know
the meaning of the lexical items. For this requirement, several methods could
be useful. For example, semantic decomposition, reviewed in Section 3.4.2,
attempts to represent the meaning of the lexical items in a canonical way.
Wilks et al. [146] also discuss producing the formal representations of the
dictionary definitions.
The granularity mismatch may also occur at the representational level.
For example, consider representing the following simple sentence: “The body
has arms”. The Component Library can represent this sentence simply by
using its primitive relation, has-part – i.e., (body has-part arm). The NLP
software, however, may produce a more fine-grained representation by map-
ping has to a concept – possibly, a concept representing the state of having,
thereby producing (Have base body) (Have object arm) 1. Because these cases
1Even though this is a semantic interpretation problem, knowledge integration should be
able to address these types of knowledge representations.
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occur often, manually identifying them is challenging. Automated mining
techniques [149] could be useful for this task.
5.1.2 Viewpoint Difference
The same content could be expressed differently because of differences
in viewpoint, for example, using a simile and metaphor. Consider the following
texts:
(1) Blood circulation is like electrical circulation. Just as electrons
carry electrical charge a battery to electronic devices, the blood
carries oxygen from the heart to the organs (simile).
(2) The white cell fights against viruses (metaphor).
Building a formal model from (1) requires more than merely combin-
ing the individual sentences. The analogical relationship should be identified
between blood circulation and electrical circulation; then, based on the ana-
logical relationship, the knowledge about the electrical circulation should be
used to elaborate the blood circulation. (2) also requires similar processing
even though the base domain is unspecified. The system should identify the
analogical relationship between the activity of the white cell and the war, and
the knowledge about the war should be properly used to interpret (2). Several
approaches have been proposed to interpret the metaphor [49] [107] and sim-
ile [8]. Agerri [1] uses the metaphorical interpretation in textual entailment.
A temporal relationship is often described differently because of the
differences in viewpoint. Consider the following sentences:
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(1) The heart pumps blood to the lung, and then the blood picks
up the oxygen.
(2) The heart pumps blood to the lung for the blood to pick up the
oxygen.
(3) The heart pumps blood to the lung to enable the blood to pick
up the oxygen.
All three sentences represent the same phenomenon, but they differently
describe the relationship between the pumping of blood and the acquisition of
oxygen. (1) describes it as the temporal relation. (2) describes it as a teleolog-
ical relation – i.e., the purpose of the pumping is to achieve the acquisition of
the oxygen. (3) describes it as enablement – i.e., the pumping makes it possi-
ble to acquire blood. Because of these differences, different semantic relations
from the Component Library are used to represent the temporal relationship
– next-event for (1), causes for (2), and enables for (3). It is important for
knowledge integration to identify these differences and resolve them properly.
5.1.3 Distinguishing Different Contexts
Context-dependent assertions should be distinguished rather than blindly
integrated. For example, different political parties may give opposing opinions,
or consumers may give conflicting reviews about products. These differences
should be properly distinguished to make the resulting knowledge base consis-
tent.
The CYC knowledge base addresses this problem by splitting the knowl-
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edge base into multiple partitions called microtheories. Each microtheory
contains only a consistent and coherent set of assertions, and the conflicting
information is stored in different microtheories. For example, the following
conflicting assertions – “The earth is flat” and “The earth is round” – would
be stored in different microtheories. The former would be stored in the mi-
crotheory for reasoning about everyday life, whereas the latter would be stored
in the microtheory about astronomy.
The partitioning approach, however, fails to capture the differences
between the conflicting assertions. It would be more useful to represent how
the assertions differ by contrasting the opposing aspects. For example, consider
combining the following sentences: “The heart has four chambers (in humans)”
and “The heart has three chambers (in amphibians)”. Rather than storing
them separately, it would be more effective to represent that the hearts of
humans and amphibians have a different number of chambers (along with the
actual numbers).
Several previous projects are related to handling context-dependent
assertions. Sentiment analysis is concerned with classifying the texts into
sentiment categories. Taylor et al. [138] present a method for selecting an ap-
propriate microtheory to store new information in the CYC knowledge base.
However, most of these projects only focus on classifying texts into different
contexts rather than on identifying the contrasting features among the oppos-
ing assertions.
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Figure 5.1: (a) The one chamber pumping model; (b) The semantic represen-
tation that describes the heart with the two chambers
5.2 Inferring Unspecified Information
Text understanding requires a vast amount of background knowledge
to reveal implicit information in texts. To address this problem, Kleo uses
the contents learned from previous reading and the axioms in the Component
Library as its background knowledge. Then, it performs spreading activation
to retrieve the knowledge relevant to the texts from the knowledge base (see
the Elaborate algorithm in Section 2.3.3.1). In this section, we discuss several
future projects in using the background knowledge base for text understanding.
5.2.1 Adapting Background Knowledge Representation
One type of knowledge that Elaborate retrieves is the formal model of
general concepts. For example, (a) in Figure 5.1 shows the Pumping model
used by Kleo to understand texts in the heart domain.
The model, however, often fails to fit with the texts, requiring that it
be modified to improve matching. For example, consider aligning the pump-
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Figure 5.2: The two chamber pumping model adapted from the one chamber
pumping model
ing model with the semantic representation ((b) in Figure 5.1) of the sentence
“The heart in the fish has two chambers”. If the original model is näıvely
aligned (i.e., graph-matched) with the semantic representation, only one cham-
ber would be elaborated while the other one is left unchanged. To elaborate the
sentence correctly, the original model should be modified to the two-chamber
pumping model (shown in Figure 5.2), and the new model should be aligned
with the sentence. This task is important, particularly for the models to have
broad coverage.
Case-based reasoning addresses a similar problem, which should adapt
the previous problems and their solutions to the new task. For example, Smyth
and Keane [131] use the manually formulated adaptation knowledge to modify
the representations of the previous tasks and solutions.
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5.2.2 Reasoning for Inference
Kleo uses simple reasoning, spreading activation, to retrieve the knowl-
edge relevant to the text from the knowledge base. Incorporating more reason-
ing methods would allow the system to make better inferences. For example,
the sentence, “The blood travels from the heart to the lung and then picks up
the oxygen”, omits the location of picking up the oxygen, but this could be
inferred if the system simulates the events described in the text.
Several approaches have been proposed to perform various types of rea-
soning. Fuzzy logic [153] allows a system to reason with vague concepts, which
are often described in natural texts. Narayanan [107] simulates the actions de-
scribed by metaphors. Tacitus [65] uses abductive reasoning to make an overall
coherent interpretation of the text. Several logical frameworks, called Natural
Logic [90] [128], model certain types of natural language expressions and allow
the system to reason with the expressions.
5.3 Other Sources of Evidence for Text Interpretation
In Chapter 4, we presented the packed representation to delay ambigu-
ity resolution and explored three sources of evidence for disambiguating the
packed representation. In this section, we introduce other sources of evidence.
5.3.1 Coherence of Paragraphs
A paragraph generally organizes sentences so that an idea is coher-
ently delivered [154]; therefore, measuring the extent to which the candidate
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interpretations of the consecutive sentences are coherent could help identify
the correct interpretations. In general, background knowledge is needed to
measure the level of coherence among a set of interpretations. Zadrozny and
Jensen [154], for example, propose using dictionary definitions as background
knowledge to measure the coherence of the text interpretation. A practical
computational model of coherence, however, has not yet emerged.
5.3.2 Reading Preliminary Texts
In Section 4.1, we showed that joint interpretation of multiple texts
could improve the accuracy of interpretation by exploiting redundancy across
multiple texts. This positive result indicates that if the preliminary texts (e.g.,
dictionary or textbooks for children) could be reliably interpreted, they could
be useful for reading more complicated texts (e.g., college-level textbooks).
5.3.3 Other External Knowledge Resources
In Section 4.1, we evaluated two external knowledge resources, OntoNotes
and Prismatic. Other knowledge resources might also be useful for disam-
biguating the packed representations, such as linguistic knowledge resources [51] [129],
common-sense knowledge bases [130] [85], and other automatically constructed
knowledge resources [32] [88].
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5.4 Other Future Projects
In this section, we present future projects on the following tasks: man-
aging the belief of the extracted information, selecting the informative texts,
and dealing with other types of texts.
5.4.1 Belief Management
Sophisticated belief management is important in machine reading sys-
tems to manage the uncertainty of the learned knowledge because of the errors
of NLP. For example, the system should be able to retract the learned knowl-
edge if the knowledge is found to be wrong in subsequent reading.
We proposed one belief management method based on the packed rep-
resentation in which the system maintains multiple candidates and narrows
down these choices as more evidence is gathered. The disadvantage to this
architecture is that once the system commits to an interpretation, it is never
retracted from the knowledge base. The ability to retract an interpretation is
crucial because the committed interpretations could be wrong.
Nell [24] incorporates a belief management facility. In Nell, the ex-
tracted knowledge is stored along with its confidence score in a temporary
pool and then is promoted to the final knowledge base when the score has suf-
ficiently increased. As in our architecture, however, the final knowledge base
monotonically increases, never allowing the knowledge to be withdrawn.
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5.4.2 Content Selection
It is important to identify uninformative sentences to filter out their
semantic representations. For example, consider the following text used in
our experiment, in which only a few sentences deliver useful knowledge about
blood circulation:
“What is the heart? Why is it so important? What does it do in
the body? You probably think you know what the heart looks like.
But you are probably wrong. The heart does not look very much
like the shapes people draw on Valentine’s Day. And it certainly
isn’t flat like a paper valentine. When you pledge allegiance to the
flag, you place your hand over the left side of your chest. Do you
know why? That is supposed to be where the heart is.”
A related and interesting work is targeted reading, in which the system
actively finds informative texts to fill the gap of missing knowledge, rather
than passively receiving texts. Davis and Buchanan [36] perform a similar
task, which identifies the missing contents in the knowledge base using meta-
knowledge. Our packed representations could also be useful for this task,
informing the system of what kind of knowledge is needed for ambiguity reso-
lution.
5.4.3 Other Types of Texts
In this dissertation, we focused only on the technical texts describing
the concepts and their relations. One important direction of future work is
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to explore other types and genres of texts. For example, micro-texts in social
networks often express subjective opinions or sentiments; a primary knowl-
edge integration task for these texts would be to contrast the opposing views.
Children’s stories also present unique challenges as they oftentimes describe
imaginary worlds. As such, the assertions in the background knowledge base
may need to be changed to deal with unreal things (e.g., talking animals).
5.5 Applications and Wide-Scale Experiment
Finally, we present several applications of knowledge integration (Sec-
tions 5.5.1 ∼ 5.5.3) and a plan for a wide-scale experiment (Section 5.5.4).
5.5.1 Competitive Intelligence
One significant task of a competitive intelligence system (e.g., [152])
is to gather and analyze information to support decision-making in business,
using information sources such as news articles and company reports. For
example, news articles may report the recent activities of rival companies, and
annual company reports may specify crucial facts about the company’s recent
performance. Given these texts, the system should be able to extract useful
pieces of information and coherently combine the extracted information (e.g.,
displaying the event snippets temporally).
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5.5.2 Social Analysis
Social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) has become a criticial piece for
business companies to better understand product launches, consumer profiles,
and market campaign effectiveness. Knowledge integration and the NLP tech-
nologies could be applied to combine information about a single or group of
consumer(s) from multiple social media sites. This would, for example, enable
the system to automatically build a complete understanding of a consumer’s
interests, intent, values, and so on.
5.5.3 Information Management
The information management system maintains various types of infor-
mation, such as documents, images, presentation files, and databases. Knowl-
edge integration could be useful in their management by combining semanti-
cally related data from these disparate sources, which, in turn, would allow
the system to produce richer and more coherent information, enabling higher
quality analysis and reporting.
5.5.4 Application-Oriented Evaluation
In this dissertation, we intrinsically evaluated the output knowledge
base by measuring its cohesiveness (Chapter 3) and correctness (Chapter 4).
Equally important is the extrinsic evaluation, which measures the impact of





This dissertation studies the problem of knowledge integration, a task
of combining knowledge snippets into a single coherent knowledge base. In
this final chapter, we revisit the goals of our research and summarize our
contribution (Section 6.1). Then, we present the lessons we learned from this
research (Section 6.2) and conclude this dissertation (Section 6.3).
6.1 Goals Revisited and Summary of Our Contribution
In this section, we revisit the two goals of this dissertation and sum-
marize our contribution for each goal.
6.1.1 Coherently Combining Knowledge Snippets
The first goal of this dissertation was to show that knowledge integra-
tion improves the reasoning power of the output knowledge base. To illustrate,
we wanted to build a machine reading system equipped with sophisticated
knowledge integration facilities and to evaluate the system by measuring the
quality of its output knowledge base.
For this goal, we built an end-to-end reading system, Kleo. Kleo per-
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forms two types of knowledge integration: sentence-to-sentence knowledge in-
tegration (SKI) and text-to-text knowledge integration (TKI). SKI combines
the sentences within the same text to build the formal representation of the
text. TKI combines the outputs of SKI across multiple texts.
SKI consists of two steps: Stitch and Elaborate. Stitch combines the
semantic representations of the sentences using our matcher, and Elaborate
augments the stitched result with the knowledge base (the contents acquired
from previous reading and the axioms in Component Library). Elaborate per-
forms spreading activation through the knowledge base to retrieve background
knowledge relevant to the text and then aligns the retrieved knowledge with
the text.
TKI also performs two steps: Partitioning and KB Update. Partitioning
splits the output of SKI into multiple coherent units called K-units. The
purpose of Partitioning is to improve the scalability of the knowledge base
update by reducing the size of knowledge representations. KB Update updates
the knowledge base with new K-units.
The core component of SKI and TKI is our flexible matcher, which
resolves the common types of granularity mismatches among the knowledge
snippets. To develop this matcher, we identified four common types of gran-
ularity mismatches – filtering, generalization, abstraction, and co-reference
across granularity difference – and then, based on these types, developed gen-
eral patterns for resolving the granularity mismatches.
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To evaluate our knowledge integration methods and because cohesive
knowledge bases are computationally useful in general, we measured the den-
sity of the knowledge base built by Kleo. Our evaluation shows that Kleo’s
knowledge integration, especially, the flexible graph matcher and Elaborate, is
effective in increasing density without degrading the correctness of the knowl-
edge base.
6.1.2 Applying Knowledge Integration to Text Interpretation
The second goal of this dissertation was to show that knowledge integra-
tion improves text interpretation by exploiting a variety of information, such
as other texts and external knowledge bases. We particularly focused on two
tasks – delaying ambiguity resolution during the NLP tasks in the pipelined
system to avoid aggressive pruning and exploring the sources of evidence for
ambiguity resolution. Then, we evaluated our approach by measuring the
quality of the semantic representations produced by our approach.
To delay ambiguities in the pipelined system, we developed the packed
representation to efficiently manage a myriad of candidate interpretations pro-
duced by the NLP tasks. The packed representation also explicitly represents
the relationship among the candidates to effectively prune away implausible
candidates. The ambiguities in the packed representation are then resolved by
knowledge integration, which considers various sources of evidence.
We explored three sources of evidence: redundancy across multiple
texts, OntoNotes (a semantically annotated corpus), and Prismatic (a knowl-
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edge base automatically constructed from texts). Our evaluation shows that,
for redundancy and OntoNotes, our approach significantly improves the qual-
ity of the semantic representations using the packed representation.
6.2 Lessons Learned
First, without sophisticated knowledge integration, the knowledge snip-
pets produced by machine reading systems would be often incorrectly aligned,
producing a fragmented or incorrect knowledge base. The difficulty of NLP
compounds this problem because it produces fragmented or incorrect seman-
tic representations that may misguide the subsequent knowledge integration
component.
Second, one major difficulty of knowledge integration is the variety of
textual forms that express the same content. Because of these representational
differences, simple alignment (e.g., aligning the maximal common subgraph)
often fails to combine the knowledge snippets. More sophisticated methods
should be developed to resolve the mismatches.
Third, the variety of textual forms, however, could be advantageous
to text interpretation because it allows the system to combine the results of
processing the different forms, which may jointly yield better semantic rep-
resentations than processing them independently. Our algorithm for using
redundancy shows the promise of this approach.
Fourth, supplying background knowledge is still a significant problem
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in text understanding. We attempted to address this problem by using other
texts and external knowledge resources, OntoNotes and Prismatic. Recently,
various types of knowledge resources have been developed, such as semanti-
cally annotated corpora, Semantic Web, and linguistic knowledge resources.
It would be beneficial future research to develop sophisticated methods for us-
ing those resources in text understanding and to identify their strengths and
weaknesses.
Fifth, the NLP component tasks have received much more attention
than end-to-end reading systems. As this dissertation shows, however, the
pipeline architecture, which has been widely used as the architecture of ma-
chine reading systems, is unsuitable, and a better architecture should be de-
veloped to make a system robust to NLP errors and to reliably commit to
an interpretation. The key problem in this research is to make the individ-
ual components communicate with one another to resolve ambiguities more
reliably. In this dissertation, we proposed one approach based on the packed
representation.
Sixth, our prototype system, Ally, improved interpretation accuracy by
using redundancy and OntoNotes but still prunes away many correct interpre-
tations at the final decision point. This shows that accuracy can be further
improved by using more evidence such as other texts and external knowledge
resources.
Finally, a system-level evaluation methodology should be devised to
evaluate machine reading systems. As the NLP research has focused on indi-
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vidual component tasks, most NLP evaluation has been measuring the perfor-
mance gain at the component level. System-level evaluations are also crucial
to determine whether the performance gain in the components can translate
to improving the overall end-to-end performance.
6.3 Closing Words
Machine Reading is a promising solution to the Knowledge Acquisi-
tion Bottleneck, but still requires addressing several challenges. This disser-
tation studied one of the challenges, knowledge integration – a task of com-
bining knowledge snippets into a coherent whole. We were concerned with
two hypotheses: 1) knowledge integration improves the reasoning power of the
knowledge base and 2) knowledge integration improves text interpretation.
To evaluate these hypotheses, we built two proof-of-concept reading systems,
Kleo and Ally. Kleo, equipped with sophisticated knowledge integration fa-
cilities, improves the cohesiveness of the output knowledge base – a cohesive
knowledge base is computationally useful in general. Ally, based on knowledge
integration, improves the accuracy of text interpretation.
The conclusion is that knowledge integration is computationally tractable
to produce coherent knowledge bases and merits further investigation. We also
conclude that knowledge integration relieves the burden of full NLU, an un-






Ten paraphrases of the heart text
This appendix presents the text submitted to Amazon Turk (text1) and
the nine paraphrases (text2 ∼ test10).
Text1: Hearts pump blood through the body. Blood carries oxygen
to organs throughout the body. Blood leaves the heart, then goes
to the lungs where it is oxygenated. The oxygen given to the
blood by the lungs is then burned by organs throughout the body.
Eventually the blood returns to the heart, depleted of oxygen.
Text2: Blood travels through the heart to the lungs, where it is
oxygenated. It then travels to the various organs throughout the
body. The organs use the oxygen in the blood, so that by the time
the blood returns to the heart, it is depleted of oxygen.
Text3: Blood is essentially the transportation mechanism for the
delivery of oxygen and other essential nutrients in the body. It
can be compared to the train and bus systems in cities where these
modes of transport circulate continuously amidst various terminals,
stops, depots and storage or refuelling barns. The circulation of
blood is powered by its being pumped through the heart. The
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blood then takes on oxygen in the lungs. This oxygen is delivered
to organs throughout the body where it is used as fuel. Blood
returns to the heart and the transportation loop begins again.
Text4: The heart pumps blood around the body, carrying oxygen
to various organs. Blood first leaves the heart to go to the lungs,
where it picks up oxygen before being sent to the rest of the body’s
organs. Eventually, when the oxygen has been taken up by other
organs, the blood comes back to the heart.
Text5: The heart begins to pump blood into the body. The blood
first travels to the lungs, where it picks up oxygen. The blood
will then be deposited into the organs, which burn the oxygen.
The blood will then return to the heart, where it will be lacking
oxygen, and start over again.
Text6: Hearts are motors that drive blood through your system.
This blood brings oxygen to all your organs. After being pumped
out of the heart, the blood is sent to the lungs, where it picks up
oxygen. After leaving the lungs, the blood brings the oxygen to
organs throughout the body to use as fuel. After delivering its
oxygen, the blood makes its way back to the heart.
Text7: The heart’s main purpose is to pump oxygenated blood
throughout the body. The heart sends the blood to the lungs to
be oxygenated and then it is sent+ on to the other vital organs in
the body. When those organs have depleted the oxygen the blood
is then sent back to the heart where the cycle begins anew.
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Text8: The heart is the main organ in the circulatory system. Its
job is to move blood through the body. Blood carries oxygen from
the lungs to the other organs in the body, where the oxygen is
used by the organs. Then the blood returns back to the heart and
eventually back to the lungs where it can restore its oxygen.
Text9: Circulation is achieved by the rhythmic beating of the heart.
After leaving the heart, the oxygen-depleted blood is oxygenated
in the lungs. The freshly oxygenated blood exits the lungs and
carries oxygen to the organs of the body. The organs throughout
the body then utilize the oxygen given to the blood by the lungs.
Oxygen-depleted blood finally returns to the heart, ready to begin
the circuit again.
Text10: The heart pumps blood throughout the body and in turn
the blood carries oxygen to every organ. When the blood leaves
the heart it travels through the lungs to oxygenate them. This
oxygen is then used by the body’s organs. Finally the blood finds
it way back to the heart with no oxygen left in it.
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Appendix B
Converting packed representation to Alchemy
statements
This appendix describes the translation of our packed representation
(Section 4.2.2) into the Alchemy statements.
PARSEXOR(p1, p2, ..., pn)
If φ 1 is included in PARSEXOR,
pi →!(p1 ∧ ...pi−1 ∧ pi+1... ∧ pn). for all i ∈ 1, .., n
Otherwise,
pi ↔!(p1 ∧ ...pi−1 ∧ pi+1... ∧ pn). for all i ∈ 1, .., n
pi is a binary variable that takes 1 (if the corresponding dependency
triples are true) or 0 (otherwise). If φ is included in PARSEXOR, pi cannot be
confirmed even though the others are found to be false. If φ is not included,
the above statement expresses a mutually exclusive relationship among pis: pi
is true if and only if the other variables are false.
1φ indicates the empty set. PARSEXOR(p1, p2, ..., φ) means that if pi is correct, the
others are wrong, but does not mean that if all but pi are incorrect, pi is correct. See
Section 4.2.3.1.
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1 sent → pi if the corresponding dependency triples
appear in the top-scored parse
.3 sent → pj otherwise
The above statements express the preference for the top-scored can-
didate parse a priori. 1 and .3 are the weights. If there is no evidence to
override this preference, the system will choose the dependency triples from
the top-scored parse. sent is a predicate defined as evidence.
TYPEXOR(wi, (t1 s1), (t2 s2) , ... , (tn sn))
ws wi(< variable >!)
log si sent → ws wi(ti) for all i ∈ 1, .., n
ws wi(tj) represents that tj is the sense of the word wi. The first rule
(defined in the header) asserts that there should be only one sense for wi. The
second rule specifies the weight (log si) for each candidate sense.
RELXOR(wi wj (r1 s1), (r2 s2) , ... , (rn sn))
rel wi wj(< variable >!)
log si sent → rel wi wj(ri) for all i ∈ 1, .., n





This rule states that if p2 is false, p1 should be false.
DRV(R1, (p1, t11, t12, (r11 s11), ..., (r1m s1m)), ..., (pn, tn1, tn2, (rn1 sn1),
..., (rnm snm)))
log sij pi ∧ ws w1(ti1) ∧ ws w2(ti2) → rel w1 w2(rij)
for all i ∈ {1, .., n} \ {NIL}
pa ∨ ... ∨ pz ↔!rel w1 w2(NIL).
The first rule directly represents the derivation relationship except for
the NIL candidate. It represents that if pi, ti1 and ti2 are true, rij is a correct
semantic relation with the weight log sij. In the second rule, pa, ..., pz denote
a parse fragment containing a dependency triple connecting w1 and w2. The
rule says that any of pa, ..., pz is true if and only if a semantic relation exists
between w1 and w2.
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